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-I.'; Capital Formation -Ist-imat&a in tho cofi-toxt -■■■■

": ■=•■ ;L of Economic Policy- '&nft Planning ■■>;-.L :'*■.■«

1. It may "be said that any economic development plan is "basically

concerned with the allocation of increased capital expenditures and

the analysis of their probable economic effects. Partial plans usually

limit themselves to projects for increased capital outlays in speoific

fields and their success is measured in relation to the extent to which
■■:■ !!■;■■/. „■:■■ .-!■, ■.' ■ .' .. .: >':.--;ru.' " .. ..Or.-..;/: ■ ■ ..■:■'';.}.,■■■&<: - ■■;■:.
it has actually heen possible to realize the planned capital aqpenditure.

Global plans are more sophisticated and determine general goals for the

development of the economy as a whole as well as for specific sectors

■■' and then set about finding the conditions and requirements necessary to

reach these goals. One of the most basic conditions for the success of

-such plans is also that the implied capital formation-expenditures can

be met. '■i-' i : ■

2* As a consequence of the fundamental importance of capital formation

in the context of economic development planning, it is a main prerequisite

for the formulation of a realistic development plan that the present

magnitude and composition of fixed-capital formation within the framework

; of -national"-accoiirits1 a*© known. TKls'"information is among other things

needed tb-^orm^an'imp^Tession as to1 whether increased capital expenditures

are fea:i&iM-e-within the limits of "the1 -capacity of the economy and whether

the present ^jrio'catioW of such expenUltates" "by iype and "by industry

^^^1;tf'Nlfittt;'^a.^:^:1*El: desiredi^-At'tJie stag;e; of' implementation of a

is4 -o'Q^atf th^t '"Information a^'efut' adtus^lly realized: capital formation

' hdf' th^l^: '^eoteposition is" pra}6ticSaiiy ihdispert3atilW;f3For

'progress^W;the plan and deciding at which pairi^s an extra

^i the ! : ' ^'":

jJ'iiu;o;:j-. vn;. ,-rovewori ,?jo.c^? :,■■ ■ ■.•■-.\.?.i's:;r ■- ■' ' '■ i . .•iot;:../L?\.--
3. As complete and detailed data on fixed capital formation as can in

>':r: ■■■.•-■rr:r:-.:.':<. iioi^Jf-fiio^ X>i;i r.-^ ■■ -. ■ -■/;■ .: ■..■;. - ." i" i,iitsXQiCiX "■■■ ■
any way be provided are needed for these purposes. Given the state of

statistical development of the African countries, the question arises
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how much information; can actually t)B supplied and how priorities should

be determined for; tl^e future development of capital formation statistics,

4» A figure for total gross domestic capital formation is needed as a

key component of the national accounts. Where an estimate of aggregate

domestic product is made available either, "by the product, or by the

income approach, an expenditure "break-down may "be established if an.

estimate of capital formation exists, since data on imports, exports and

government consumption are normally available and private consumption

may be obtained as a residual. Most countries which embark on national

accounts estimation therefore make an effort to arrive at a,figure.for

gross capital formation, however crude.

5» It should be;stressed already at this point, however, that although

a rather rough and inexact estimate of capital formation may serve.to

give an;approximate idea about the importance of this item:in_the-s$ructure

of the economy for the purposes of economic analysis, economic development

planning sets considerably stricter standards. A significant error in the

estimates of the level or development of capital formation may in the

context of planning lead to very harmful policy decisions.

£,... Therefore, before a country.has a sufficient .and reliable supply of

,the basic data needed to make capital formation estimates any makeshift

vestimates ought to be restricted in their use and preferably not ..■-.?

published. It is not easy to determine the minimum data requirements for

useful estimates, but certainly reasonably accurate foreign^ trade

statistics, government accounts and some domestic production statistics

as well as a minimum of .miscellaneous, data for the estimate of construction

expenditures and capital formation in the traditional sector .would have

to be available. Given.a sufficient underpinning of basic data* -the

ingenuity of the estimators may contribute much towards providing useful

estimates* Without sufficient basic statistics, however, any amount

of ingenuity will fail in establishing capital formation figures which

can be used for practical purposes.
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^L Assuming; that...a reasonable estimate of gross domestic £ixed capital

formation can..b$ made, at all, some-claBsifipatio^LS'follow so to speak

automatically: since the-total will, have to be..'buildup, from components.

For- instance, if the estimate of total; gross fixed ^capital formation is

based- roainly on- tjae commodity.flowmethod, a break-down by type; of

capital go.sd.si can be readily extracted from the work-sheets,: If, on the

other handr\:&oeoi4ntiing data have beenthe chief source,- of tfce... e stima.te,

a;breakdown ©fgrojys fixed capital for.matdpn by industry.pf, use. may "be

read.i:ly^ dexiyed* -,■ Practically always a.: classification pf gross, fixed

iJcapi1;ai-forinatio,n fry government and private,.: ;£s ..possible,.. regardless..pf

; the.;:.S)e.$a.ed of estimations Rarely:,-, however,, are ;enqit$k ."jaasio. data available

to obtain all thesa ^reak^-downs; at the same time* . And,-, crojss-c-lassifica-

tions by, for instance industry of use and type of capital goods or even

government-private and type of capital goods, which would" be of great

interest for planning purposes, are very rarely found even in statistically

highly developed counb--io3, because the detailed basic data required to

work them out are not e^ilable.

8. Instead of. iminodj.ately aiming at; a more or less complete.,..set of.

break-downs of gross fixed capital formation which, although, desirable

for planning purposes, are beyond their present statistical possibilities,

the countries of the region would be well advised to concentrate in the

first round on building up as firmly based estimates of total gross fixed

capital formation as possible, regardless whether some important break

downs will have to be left till a later date. At the same time, however,

and as a more long-term goal3 "olans for the collection of basic
;■ 3"-L- ■;:'■.■: ". .. .. ■.".. ..: ;!■;*.■;' -i ■;■<■■ , ... ■■.:.; i. .-.i-,■.;.■.• r: r. ..■ .' -.;

statistics needed to obtain as complete a set of capital formation
■■'■;■■■- '!■■ ',y, :;:-rr ,■ .-. ■ .' ..■■;■;'■..■.:.:,■.;>- .v,; ' ■.[■ ■■■- -, >-.;ffn ,:, <\ -,-.-■■■■ ;.
estimates as at all possible may bs drawn up. It is very important", in

order to erriva at soundly based estimates, that a step—by-step i

is adopted and that not more is attempted at any one time' than can 1>e

thoroughly done.
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$. In the following., an attempt will be made to describe in some detail

methods of estimation which may with advantage be applied by the African

•countries in arriving: at fairly advanced estimates of capital formation

and" to point-out some of the difficulties which are, likely to be met in

applying,these methods. For some countries, the methods can only be.

applied in the future after-more basic statistics have been collected,

buta description of thenrmay help, these countries in deciding, which type

of basic data should be: collected for this particular purpose.. As far

as concepts are concerned, it is on the whole recommended that the

' conceptual framework of the SNA-V and ;the intermediate, system^ is adhered
:".' to, but- some conceptual questions will also be dealt with, including points

of- particular interest for the African countries, ,;

10. The main part of the discussion in the following will refer to gross

domestic fixed capital formation^ This concept is comparable with the

other'components of national expenditure, such as consumers* expenditures,

since in principle it reflects actual transactions at market prices* It

represents a measure of the part of the national product which has been

used for building up the capital stock and hence a measure, of the

effective demand for capital goads,

11. £or planning purposes, tHe net concept, i.e. gross fixed capital

formation less depreciation would also be of great interest. This concept

measures'the net increase in fixed assets and thus indicates the increase

' in'productive capacity. Gross fixed capital formation has been given

priority here, not only'because it is the concept which of necessity has

to be estimated first'but also because it is extremely difficult to

arrive at meaningful depreciation estimates. Even a number of statistically

"''"' highly developed countries nave chosen to use the gross concept alone

because they do not consider it"possible to arrive at estimates of

depreciation which' are of sufficiently good qiialityv

T? "A System of National Accounts and Supporting Tables", Studies in
Methods, Series F, No.2, Rev.l, United Nations, Hew York, I960.

2/ "Heport of the Working Group on the Adaptation of the United Nations
System of National Accounts for Use in Africa", United Nations

document E/CN.I4/22I, 15 December 1962-
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12^ ! However, since at least some countries of the region may deoi&e to

work towards net estimates of capital formation as a future aim, "some of

the problems connected with depreciation .estimates will-be discussed in

th:e following in a separate section. .: ". ■-._>:

13. Although conceptually an integral part of gross domestic capital

formation, the item changes in stocks has a different economic

significance from fixed capital formation,, It essentially provides a

measure 6f changes in business working capital and is as suoh a sensitive

indicator of short and medium-term economic fluctuations. The measurement

of such fluctuations is in the context of economic development planning

of secondary importance to the measurement of fixed capital formation,

-It is also generally recognized that changes in stocks is one of the most

, -difficult items, to estimate' on the national accounts, not only of

statistically less developed countries, but of any country,; A■separate

section will be devoted to the special problems of estimating this item.

!£• /Consideration, of some points :of. concept; >■ . ...a;:

14. Gross domestic fixed capital formation is ctefined in : some detail in

the SNA and other United Nations studies in methods^,- The details of

the definition, do, however.,., mainly refer to. points of -interest: for,;

statistically developed countries. A.number of .refinements are included

which are either extremely difficult to apply for, African countries or do

not appear particularly relevant. On the other hand, the definition is

not specific enough on some points of particular interest to the countries

of this region. In the following, some of these aspects of the SWA

definition will:be taken up for discussion. ' ' '

15* ....?3ff*» a ooupl^of points will be. mentioned-with regard to

treatment of existing capital where the .SNA definition is very.difficult

to follow in African countries as, for that matter, in practically all

other countries too.

1/ ,See.? ."Concepts and Definitions of Capital Formation", Studies in
Methods, Series F,,Uo, 3, New York, 1953 an4 "Methods; of Rational"

: Income Estimation", Studies in Methods, Series F, N0o 8; New Tork,
1955.
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16. The SNA requires that in the "break-down of gross fixed capital

formation "by industrialuae transactions in existing fixed capital,

including land, should be included as capital formation in the sector

of purchase and as negative capital formation in the sector of sale*

Basic, information needed to make an estimate, of transactions in existing

fixed capital between sectors is usually extremely scarce or non-existent

and, very few countries actually follow the definition on this point. It

would seem necessary for countries on the whole following the SNA

definition, however, to indicate in a- note to the table showing fixed

capital formation by industrial use that transactions in existing capital

are excluded;, or to specify them if they are included.: .

17. As a corollary to the inclusion of transactions in existing fixed

capital, the SNA requires that expenditures connected with these transac

tions,- like le&al costs, fees'and, presumably, (although this is not

specifically mentioned) transport and installation costs, should be

included in gross domestic fixed capital formation—'. The amounts

involved are normally very small and a sound basis for their estimation

is generally lacking. No great harm would therefore be done if they are

disregarded as they in practice are in the estimates of practically all

countries of the worlds

18. On one point of a certain practical significance the SNA leaves room

for a deviation in practice from the definition considered theoretically

correct. The,countries of this region may, however, prefer to apply the

strict definition. . .-i • ..-■■■

19. The general.definition of capital goods, in the SNA comprises all

durable producers1 goods with a life-time of more than one year. In

connexion with this definition, the SNA states, however, that to bring

it more into line with accounting conventions, items of small value, like

hand-tools etc., may.in practice be excluded, irrespective of their life

time. If the estimates of capital formation in machinery and equipment

are made by the commodity flow method, these items could, at least .in

1/ The value of the. existing fixed capital itself would, of course, not

"be included in capital formation for the country as a whole, since

positive and negative amounts cancel out in the transfer.between

sectors.
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.prinoiple, easily be includi-ed by the countries of this regionV items

- of small value are■also of considerable importance in the capital forma-

rtion of these countries and it therefore might lead to a significant

-underestimation of the total if they are disregarded. "' ' '

20* "There appears to bo a certain ambiguity attached to the SN4

"definition at a couple of points, /which it would be very useful to get

clarified so that uncertainties with regard to the understanding.of the

definition and wavering practices on the part of the estimators can be

avoided.

21. The SNA states that "a yore comprehensive and uniform treatment of

capital formation especially in the general area of durable goods,.-

acquired by households" would be desirable, but that .such an, .extension is

impractical for the time being because of lack of information. Since the

acquisition of durable goods by households, aside from dwellings, is in

the present SNA definition considered as consumption expenditure,:, the

quotation may be taken to mean that it would be desirable to include more

items of capital goods acquired by households as capital formation*

Particularly for countries which apply the commodity flow method an

extension of the concept of fixad capital formation in this direction would

signify a simplification rathor than the opposite since it would make it

unnecessary to split items like automobiles (and in more refined calcula

tions refrigerators, air-conditionerss gas and electric stoves, etc.)

between.consumption aid capital formation* A clarification of this point

appears to be required, do much the more since1 a widening of the concept

of capital formation as pro Gently defined seems to be implied

22. Also, the definition of woz-lz in progress could perhapsv be made more

clear and the reason for separating; out buildings alone for special

treatment explainsdt aW SSfA states that the value of the: change Jji work

in progress in dwellings and non-residential buildings, should,.be .....

considered an fixed capital formation, while changes in work in progress

on other durable goods should be included witji. changes in stocks. This

definition seems to imply that the annual expenditures on major
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construction. projocto, liks rail and road construction, _harbpur:.develop-

metrfcj. eto° T/7hlch na" ^^0,-0-^^1 years to finieh, should to refXected in

,,,.a,h-fl?er fiSUJ?e frr p.ncieasa in inven^i::: r:3 while gross fjlxsd capital

formation should l>e loft unchanged during the yoaro the .pro.je.c^,a.re under

vay. in the year a particular project is finalised, the total

expenditures on the pro^o:ct during tho whole period of its' construction

should conse^U3r.tl3r be shown as fixed capital" formation while'the figure

for^inereafes in invcrrbr.oa should be decreased by tho accrjnulated amount

of expenditures on the project up to the previous year.

23. Such a treatment would undou'jtedly be logical, since the useful life

of the fix-.-d-assef does not start till the year its construction "is

finished.'.-^ It would, however, tend to introduce more or less violent

fluctuation^ in ttfe series for gross fixed capital formation, particularly

in countries-rHGre- soversl largo dovolopmcnt projects may be 'under way at

■•the same time, ■xMso;"":tho series for chr^ses in ctcckc' voi^ld be very

difficult to intorprd-t-if changer/in rork in progress vraro not specified

as-a-separate component of'the series. Per?iaps the most important'

objection against the propoEed'procedure, however, is that it conflicts

with -sacral.pra-c-tica, Khic?.i is to include the annual expenditures on

major.:"construction projocts as gross fixod capital i"orr.ation rather than

...as changos in' work in progress, ' "

"24. The ffiTA "definition oi" capital formation .is confined to tangible

'assets alono cr to cxponditures on services directly connected with the

production or acquisition of tangible capital arjseta, This concept is

the most reloTsnt one for economic analysis. But for certain purposes,

a somewhat "idor csacapt is ssr-.-timoo needed, including c number of items

of developtient o:^Mdituros liko, for instance, exponditurea en long-

terra research in tho" form'of goological surroya, agricultural and" ".

industrial laboratory csporiaents etcu which are not directly connected

with any Bracific -project.1■ ' Sonjotimea, also, expenditures on education and

-health1 may be considered as the cost cf derelopir.g huT.an capital and

thus as a kini of capital formation expenditures. If items of this kind
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are included;j'as'capital forraationdt.tis absolutely necessary to s^cify^

them'so'tiia:t'the !usual condept of gross fixed capital formation may "be ^

derived]wi&out difficulty. = ■;.. - -,:.:■.- . ■,-.. .:, ,. ..,.., ■., ..

25. Finally, the SNA does not contain specific1 definitions.with-• regard ■

to items of capital formation of 'particular"relevant for the.:, traditional

seotor of the, countries of this region. The general definition of gross.

fixed capital formation may be said implicitly to cover also this, fields,.--

but questions of detail are apt to arise to which no answer can be: fmind -,;■

in SNA. '■.-"• ,. . . ,- ;.-:■■■:'...■■., ,. . ■

26* For; instance,r it no, doubt follows from the general definition of

gross fixed, capital formation^ that expenditures on plaiiiaiitiri development..

should be included. It needs clarificatiori, however^ whether' sttch:- ^":sw

expenditures ought to be1 "Considered work in progress,at: the. time ;t}iey take

place and fixed/capital f^orma1iion!-'orilir from the momettt :thevplantatiQn0. .,.

starts'bearing fruit. : Similarly, lthe question arises w&e.th§r .

'tiire's during'^iie1 gestation period> indiuding daily care: of, $h

trees, should "be" capitalized t>r :only the initial • expenditures on

the ground' and planting the trees. ' ■ ■-■ ■ : , .; ■ ■ -.-o.: , ^f..

27. The genera^ definition that all capital goods with a life-time'of—-

more^.than one. year should be included in fixed capital format'ibh impliee

the inclusion, of. expenditures on the conetructidh of na'liive nuts" a!s %iell'

as..on rpa4-«00nstruc-fefon and other projects under community deveiopmfeht' r

schemes* For statistical reasons, or even'as a matter of "boric-Vp'ty objec

tions may, however, be raised against the inclusion of" all-br 'scime1 bf^ ■'■ :

these items", 'so that it would'have been very useful if the $NA hajd.jtaken ■

a specific standpoint to these questions.-; '■ - - .■.,; ■;;: ,. r.

28. Also., .since othe. ma jo;r part of constructions of tnisi"'t^pe ta&ea plae'e ■'•'<

wi-fcli unpaid Jaipur and much pf the materials are not purchased bu'-fc: rj' ' '

collected by .-Uje..builders, the question of valuation is difficult* :r'Wiile

tfee SHA recommends, that production for own consumption should be valued-

at the, price received by producers for the same or similar commodities '■••'•

■ -AT
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on the'market, it recommends, on the other hand,- that own-account con-

struotion should be valued at the money cost incused. This means that .

the value of unpaid labour and materials would not, be included at all.

In this region, where, construction with.own labour and materials is very

important it. ift.very- doubtful whether, money costs incurred can be

considered an ad^uate basis, of evaluation. This point will be discussed

further in the section on estimation of capital formation in the

traditional sector. . .,.-,■ ..-■;. ... ,... ......

Ill, General about methods of estimation. , . ■

29« Before gding .into detail about methods of estimation, it may *e •

useful to. review, shortly'the main Approaches'in more general terms. -

30V Usually, gross'fixed capital formation is estimated by indirect

methods, i.e.Xbyocombining and elaborating on basic data collected for

0-ther'purposes. Sometimes these indirect estimates are supplemented with

surveys specially conducted to obtain information for particular components.

The survey method could,,- of, course, ,also be used for, the complete estimate.

This approach is at first sight attractive by, its simplicity, but to

achieve complete coverage by this method would imply an extensive and costly

system of surveys which is beyond the means of most countries.' The data

obtained by the survey method would also of necessity to a large extent come

from company accounts and the adjustment of accounting definitions for

comparability and for conformity to the definitions of the national accounts

is difficult and labourious,

31. Similarly, concepts and definitions would have to be adjuntod ortba-

sivoly if the so-called "accounting method" is applied. This method

relies mainly on information published in business and government accounts.

Government budgets and accounts, of course, are the main sources-for ■

estimates of government.capital formation whichever approach is used in

estimating total capital formation. A special section of this paper will

be devoted.to the problems met in estimating government capital formation

on the basis of this material. To obtain even an approximately complete

estimate of private capital formation on the basis of published business
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aooounts or income tax returns based on such; acccufits *ie"~not~~£ossihle

in most "countries sinoo a largo segment of capital fbrtlGfe 46 not'publish

or even keep aooounts and do hot file inoome tax returns*r ^hisTiiethod

would therefore of he coBaity have to be ^supplemented ty mirVeys; 6it indirect

methods of estimation fcr a considerable part of: the tatali00 : r

32. If" indireot estimation i3 appliod ao tho main approach, as it necessarily

will have to be in most countries of this region, all relevant basic data

available will have to be utilized to the maximum extent in order to obtain

as complete and reliable estimates of gross fixed capital formation as

possible. The types of basic data available vary from country to country

and it is therefore not possible to recommend a ful)r detailed method of

estimation which would be applicable to all or even a group of tjle countries

of the region. The indications in the following sections, of methods of

estimation which may be suitable for the countries of the region must there

fore of necessity be kept in somewhat general terms.

,33» In estimating gross fixed capital formation mainly by indirect methods,

different:apprpaohesahave to be used for tlie varioustcomppnents* ;-fPor

instance, one complex of basic data has to be drawn upon in estimating

oapiial formation in machinery and equipment, another %n estimating con

struction expenditures and still another in estimating capital formation in

the traditional sector. An indirect estimate of total grass fixed capital

formation ia "teeforo usually bid.It up from a composite qf estima,tes for

detaileid components with necessary adjustments for partial overlapping or

insufficient coverage*

... ■ ■ ■■ ■■ } ■- .-L.■■■■><-.■ . ■•.;■!.■ ■■■ ■:-?lrj~r.r + :i'.. -:-: .*!-:-.ri'-'T.-' < aedW >":

34# Occasionally, one may find indirect estimates of capital formation

which are based on savings data* These estimates are usually far from

oompreHensive since saviiigs data for the whole economy are not a^vailable.

They'mbstiy'represent rough attempts at getting an impression of, the,

magtiittaie of total bapital formation in some seotors of the economy, Sinoe

the results whibh may be obtained by this' Wfchod are neither detailed nor

comprehensive, it at best only represents a makeshift solution of ^.Jxe

Jroblem'of estimating capital formation. ^ ...
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IV. Timing of the estimates and detail of publication* :-.. -.

35* ' 2)ven in countries with a limited supply of "basic statistics a fair

amount of the basic data needed to m&ke indirect estimates of'gross'fixed

Capital formation, like for instance, foreign trade' statistics and govern

ment accounts, are usually available on an annual T£>asis. However, a more

complete set of:basic data becomes available1 for the purpose'in years with

censuses of manufacturing and agriculture ;:or in years when special: :surveys

are made. in;; order to .obtain information of; particular relevance for capital

formation:estimates. A special effort, should be made to establish bench-

,.mark.,estimates of as high quality as possible for such years*o;fhis would in

its turn facilitate, the establishment .of adequate estimates for; intermediate

years, which could-'then to some' extent; be. obtained froaT less complete data,

for instance by extrapolating some components for which, complete information

is not available annually by means of relevant indicators. 'Most countries

have to use such extrapolations particularly for capital formation In

building and construction and for capital formation of local government*

The choice of appropriate indicators is difficult, but experiments with a

number of possibilities for years between two bench-mark estimates may help,

,36. TJnfortiaaately, the years for whiph the most comprehensive and accurate

;capital formation estimates,are most urgently needed, as for/instance the

base, years of economic development plans, do not always coincide with the

.years..:-for which the most ample-basic information is available, for making the

estimates* This is.an illustration of the general need to coordinate

statistical programmes with the planning effort. j -:■..;.■ r :

37« When bench—mark estimates, are made,, .as complete a set of break-downs

of gross fixed capital formation as possible should be established, even if

they, cannot be kept.up for intermediate years. . Thus, a breakdown by

industry of use will not, ;be possible for most countries, on an annual basis,

^u* since such a breakrrdown is very useful for purposes ;of planning and

economic development, eyery. attempt should be mada.to *s:tabli^h'it for;

benoh-mark years. Break-downs1 Lby; type of capital .goo&s andl: by type of

purohaBer would usually be possible, a^so annually^iJbtrt they may! b«i more

detailed for the bench—mark years.
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38. ^he break-downs for bench-mark years should; in general aim: at the nJ:

detail "proposed in SNA'and the°intermediate system with: the variations :: -

required by the particular -eeds of each'individual country-. In the .-.'■

classifications of gr^s'fiied capital fPrmaticnby industrial use and

by tyi>^ Of'capital goods, an'ltem should be added]'showing- capi/tel formation

in the:%'radltlbnal rural sector;- Hj-'is:very important t^at any devia.tion.s

in detail1 f'^oin'-the standard'tion^onts of the various, items in tfce t ;. .__=.

classifications'"shown is "clearly indicated:, in notes, to the tables. If ,,

capital formation in land is shown as a: special; item,in the. break-down pf

papital fbrmation by type of oapitalgopdstit would, fpr instance, add

much tP the"'usefulness of the t?.blesM the notes indicate clearly whether

the item includes other typesr.>of land reclamation in addition jtp land., 0:

reclamation re^rei3eriting-%n<;addi:tion to total- land availability tp( whijPh,,

the' item should 'be aiTnited according to, the. SHA definition,. When ,a breaic-

do™ cf fiied'capital fo:rtnati<«i "by.Industrial use is ahaW» i*.,is> : ■

similarly, important to-knott-'-the exact coverage of an %%m like^fized .,,.-

capital fcrmation in manufacturing, which may or may net cover small scale

industries and handicraft, etc3

V. .•■ Indirect: methods-of egtiro.aiiing .gross;fixed capital formation.

3§^'IiiIIt is as3ume&f'tha$;mos*'countries of.the region will ha,ve.,to .rely ;

on a mainly iridiroct1 method of estimatingrgrossv.fixed capitaly£^mat^pia|.

since to^gather^a-ll-inforination^ needed by epecial purveys wou^ £ftj:to_o.j ,: .;

cbstiS'^aiict %oo' diffieuli to ©xeouta,-and business account^ pi»,in99me! **?

re-feurAs-^canridt U© ased:e-3t<ie?t periapsrfpr atilimited part of the^tpjal and

even tneiinieave^muc£iJ"t^ be desired: iffith regard-to-appura,cy,i because of,:? ■

their limited coverage<> The indirect method ofe.6-Stima.tipn w£ll,| however,,

atr,leas^of9X .benchTPf-pic.. v^aro have to be supplemented by direot surveys

for,, spmiBr componpntDL¥hi,c)i. cannot bg. covered in any other way, like, for

tion, in(.the tradi.tp.cnal sector. Infcrmation in

, .ij?>,i_Bjiite,i.ofj; ,its ^serious Ximitations,. be drawn upon
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In establishing a rough breakdown of private; gross fixed capital

formation by industrial use and may also provide, a rough check of .the

indirect estimates'on some points* . -;

a) Capital formation in machinery and equipment* : . .: : ..

40. In countries whose industrial development is still in its infancy

practically all machinery and equipment which is marketed comes from

imports. Imports statistics therefore represent the most natural and ■■':

near at hand source for estimating this' component of capital formation.

The goods are normally registered in imports statistics at the moment ■■

they pass the customs barrier and although, of course, stook changes at

the hands of dealers in principle ought to be taken into account, the ■'"■'■■

correspondence between annual imports and purchases of machinery and ■■>■'

equipment should be fairly close. Depending on the completeness and

accuracy of imports statistics, the registered c.i.f. value of imported.

machinery and equipment therefore should represent a good starting point>

for estimating capital formation in this component. :,■■■■■■

41. The first step of the estimate consists in identifying items of ..

machinery; and,equipment in import statistics. This ought to be done on

the basis of the most detailed classification available. Although in a

detailed classification items'of machinery and equipment will to a large

extent either be shown separately or be grouped together with Ite&s

belonging to the same category, it will still be necessary to split a

number of composite items in the trade blassification in order to1 extract

the full range of machinery and equipment.' An analysis of the original

import declarations is necessary to split the composite items in ~as

reliable a way as possible.

42*. Sometimes doubt may.arise as to whether a specific item belongs to

the ,category, of machinery and equipment or is, for instance, a building

material., On.the.whole, it would be very useful for the statisticians

to get the advice of technicians in deciding exactly which items should

be considered machinery and equipment, before they start the actual work

of extraction. A list may be established in co-operation with the
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s -fully .as po.ssi.ble :_aJLl. items ;wh..ich should

.w±fhin:-.the roategory*:, .jln,{^3tabli9hing,,tl>i;s .li^t, _%% may. be useful .to ^_ ;

take:;as a ■ starting,point.Iftha- detailed...commodity. indexes e.laborated for

the SITG,-*' < To;!§nsure;as ^igh-^a .degree. off comparability.as possible t ,

among the: estimates q£; rfcha .various cpun^ries of ^©.region, an attempt ..;.

oould be made ; to ^tan-d^ardize,:these lists ^between, pountrie.s., , , _. .

43» Pur.thpr. complications arise becauso as capital formaiion is defined,'

npt all items of machinery and equipment should be considered capital

goods. For, one thing, all durable goods bought by households, like

automobiles, refrigerators, typewriters, etc. are considered durable ' '

consumer goods while the same items bought by enterprises are defined as

capital goods. ^Aiso, the &5TA definition of' capital1 formation:requires . \

"tliat all minor repairs and' all-maintenance of existing capital should "be :c

excluded'and cohside'rea a^; current; Expenditures. ' This provision ^creates':

p;a^1iicuiarl;y gi^ea^t lifflcujtfe's fBr^fee^alyst'bf.imports statistics; ^ n;

l'Befca!us!e'rnoii drily is itiJu3iiaiiy difficult to separate parts trom Miniated'. .*;

L' prdducis'iririthe [basic sottrce^s buir there: is also' no :way! of knowing -whethea? '

a parti6uiar impbrted part will^be used £h ahmaj0f>;repair"job, for miri6r-r--

repairs and maintenance, as:a1 component df Capital goods assembled in

isbuntry or even-?or "the repair of durable ^jbiisuiner^'goods. ,.:..;:

44<r/,;.Some countriesrin dealing, w^tbrthese difficulties;.adopt, the very ......^

approximative;:solution of allocating: in^t of the. items vhich.are mainly ..

used for capital formation^in :t^©ir, entirety to this., heading?,.and.r . ; ,

cQ-rrespondingly for items., mainly,.use,&r;asr cpnsumer durables or,.as current

inputs* j.Wiiere'this; practice-is fpllow©d3 .parijs are included with,,capital

goods...to-.the extent:..they in imports.) statistics, are.plassifieji Ijpgether ,

with items allocated in their entirety to capital formation. The justifi

cation for tlie procedure1 is■'*b~n.&b th1© errors made-ln inciiadliig respectively

too much'arid too little in'■ capital formation tend to ; offset each dtiler "to I

a considerable 'extent* *ir:" r • ■ ■^i'-rSt '■■'*■■'*. ' s ■■■: ■■■■:<.■:- ■■.::> .■:■-•.. -■■ .'•:-. ■'-■-

1/ 'Commodity Indexes for ^fche Standard International Trade "Classification"
(Preliminary Issue)s Statistical Papers, Series M, No, 10, Rev, 2,
New York, 1952*
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45. This is no doubt true, although the actual degree of balancing out

of the errors cannot .be known and the method may therefore well lead to

systematic over or under-estimation of this oomponent of capital formation*

The danger,of serious error will, however, be reduced to some extent if

imports statistics are analyzed in as full detail as possible before the

allocation of Items to capital formation is undertaken. The number of

composite items may be higher in a more detailed classification, but the

total import value they represent is likely to be less* This is because

a number of originally composite items will also have been split into

"clear" categories of inputs, consumer goods and capital goods* To take

advantage of this, it is not enough to stop at SITC groups but the full

detail available in country publications should be considered,

46. The estimates would be much improved, however, if at least some items

of machinery and equipment which are known to have multiple uses are split.

It is a widespread practice, for instance, to divide the imports of

passenger oars between private (considered consumer durables) and business

use by means of some more or less indirect criterion. Sometimes information

on new licences issued is used as the basis for this division or information

on the distribution of the existing car park. Percentages obtained from

Inquiries with dealers could be applied to split other major items which

are mostly used as consumer durables but are also bought by enterprises to

a not insignificant extent, like refrigerators, gas stoves, sewing machines,

etc. Other items like portable typs-writers, bicycles, wireless receiving

sets etc., although bought by enterprises to some extent, could be

considered entirely as consumer durables to avoid complicating the

estimates too much. The same goes for the numerous articles of furniture

and minor items of durable household goods which are also acquired by

hotels, restaurants, etc. but are for the most part bought by households.

47 • Special investigations could be made to determine the proportion of

parts included with item3 of finished goods, which is predominantly used

for maintenance and other non capital formation purposes. Since the

proportion must be assumed to vary significantly from year to year, annual
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'investigations would, be needed or the percentages obtained for one year

or for the average of a number of years would have to be accepted as a very

approximative measure. Items in the import statistics including only

Aajor parts which Would 13© considered capital formation in any c&se1 "of

course need not be investigated in this way. Ho really Satisfactoiry

solution to the problem of estimating the proportion of parts usecd for

repairs and maintenance is possible except on the basis of ver^r thorough

and'expensive surveys. It would therefore perhaps be justified to"'include

all parts as capital formation in the first round and "try to make1 an

approximate over—all adjustment in the final estimate for the over-

estimation caused by the inclusion of1 parts used for other purposes than

major repairs- ■■ ., ■ . ■ / ..--:■ ' ■' V . . -. -■■■ \

48. A certain amount of standardization of the estimates at this stage

would be possible for countries which use more, or less the same classifi

cation system for their imports (for instance, a system based on the SITC).

Agreement may be reached not only on which,items should be considered as

machinery and equipment but also to a pertain extent on common principles

for splitting the items with multiple uses. Any effort in.this direction

would, of course, mean improved comparability of the estimates among the

countries oonoemed. .......

:$f4 ■■:< Ephe'-more detailed the classificatl'bn of imports^ the easter'is the

identification of items of machinery and equipment which should"be "cbnsidered

capital-formation* Any improvements the countries may make ihvthis1

direction within the framework of the SITC would therefore alsb be sure

to- improve their, capital; formation estimates* The'introduction of ,-.x

classifications of imports by end-use in the foreign .trade publications

the.mselves would, of course, ease the task of estimating:'capitalifqrmation

very much* To be really useful for. this purpose, however, the-iend-ruse

classification would have to be made in the same detail and with .the same

, thorou^iness as,1s required for capital formation estimates*
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'■'■ 50. After the d*i.f. value of imports of the various types of machinery

and equipment which should "be included in capital formation haa-Tieen

determined",-additions have1 to'"be made to this value in order to'arrive

at"-the amount paid by the final purchaser of the capital goods in question.

Large errors may be introduced if the additions to the c.i»f. value is not

estimated as exactly and as detailed as possible- Sometimes very

■ approximative methods are used, like'for instance simply increasing'the

o.i.f. value by one1 half, two thirds or another very roughly estimated

round fraction. Such methods are clearly not exact enough, since some

data are nearly always available or- Caii^ easily be collected,; which would

permit'a more detailed estimate* ■ ■ ■■ ■■ : , ' .

51. One method of finding the percent difference between import value

.and, cost to the purchaser which, may lead ,to a satisfactory, result if

: conscientiously applied is to compare cale.,8 prices with, c.i.f. unit values

for a.number of specific items, each representative of a part of the.total

impori value for machinery and equipment*, The more heterogeneous the

comppsition of the "basket" of imported,-machinery and eq.uipme.nt, is, the

more items would have to be priced $0, avoid distortions. Since the sales

price of the same commodity is often, different in various regions of the

same country, because of differences in transportation costs, trade mark

ups, etc it would be necessary to calculate an average sales price for

each'itenrand to weigh this average^by tae approximate quantities sold in

eacbilo-cality* Finally, a rough allowance for installation costs has to

"be made,, since these costs are not included in the sales price to the

purchaser.

52. A similar, evan more direct, but- usually less exact method of

estimating the addition to the'c.i.f. valuo for the various types of

imported machinery and 9q.uip1r.ent is to obtain information about the

installed cost of representative items through partial inquiries and

compare this with o,i,f, vp:i.uoea 'Such infor^at5.on may be obtained from

trade associations and chambers of commerce and the"successful application

of the method will depend largely on the extent to which these organizations

are willing to co-operate*
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• : 53v : The most thorough-method of estimating the final..co.stL.;to purchasers

on the ba^sis pf-c.i.f • yaluestt however, :i$ to. analyse item by iten$ teach

.^component .pf additional cpst for.each commodity or commodity .grojip,. : In

... order; to do: thisr wor^she^ts should be. established containing .column^

for c.i*f* value, customs duties, excise taxes, transport:^ats,,^whole

salers' mark-up, retailers' mark-up and miscellaneous costs* To the

extent possible, commodities which are assumed to be similar with regard

to transport costs Incurred; per unit 6¥ value and which go'throiagbf *the

same number-of middle-men (wholesalers and retailers or wholesalers alone)

may be grouped together, %b simplify the work of estimation* ;

,.54* I* should be possible to estimate customs duties pa£4: fo£; eacjti group

_;-, of commodities fairly exactly. , Sometimes direct information on. customs

3, duties paid by; commodity or-commodity group is rea(Hly< available-; either

{!1 in trade returns or from the-customs authorities* In■ any cage., a; good

,._. .estimate should be possible pn:t>e basis of the customs t^riiT;.^. $fc0. rates

.-, of excise taxes, levied on;;various items of,vmachinery and .equipment; should

also be easily obtainable. , ;

55» ; Information on transport costs and dealers' margins is npt as,readily

^available, and limited,special enquiries may be necessary.- The freight

■•. rates by rail and roadfor,;typical,items pf machinery and equipment from

the port of eptry to^a^numbex of;important centres may-be■used to estimate

_an order of magnitude ,fpr, the -freight costs.for various categories, of

machinery and. equipment* Special inquiries covering representative.i.terns

would be necessary to establish wholesalers' and retailers' mark-ups.-

A rough estimate of the proportion of the various groups of machinery

and equipment' which" goes ;tlirougn;'toft l6f these stages may be obtairied

from the-same enquiries'. Hiscellaneous' Costs are composed of ihstallation

expendituresi:for items of heavy machinery and of insurance costs',

lawyers' fees1 and Similar minor items* A rough estimate of in'stalla'tion

oostB fbr representative items may be obtained from inq,uiries w£%n

factories using hbavy: machinery. Other miscellaneous costs may either be

ignored 6r #ix^d Wfa small percentage of the suw: of all other costs.
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56« Hie inquiries required to establish the various percent additions to

ci.f. values need not be undertaken on an annual basis, but as soori: as it

is known that significant changes have taken place a new inquiry would be

necessary. In any case, the enquiries ought to be repeated at no-longer

intervals than five years. ■ . ■: i ■ . :. •:■■".

57» Regardless which method is used, in estimating the addition, to. the

c.i,f. value necessary to arrive at the final . cost to. ..the.purchaser, an

allowance should be made for. items of machinery, and .equipment which, are

imported directly by the user, since no trade mark-ups should be, included

for these items* Other cost elements like customs duties, transport

charges, etc. must, of course, be taken into account also in this -case.

The only way of arriving at a reasonably, exact estimate of the proportion

of machinery and equipment which is imported directly byithe user: is to

go through the customs returns for a number of items which are known to be

aHbjeci to direct imports to some extent. If this is not possible, resort

will have to be taken to rough estimates based on partial- information from

importers or dealers. . . .■ '. '..i-. v?;

58. . Although the maj6r;part of the machinery and equipment of1 the-countries

of .the region is-imported, a number of items are also asifa general rule

home-produced. Even in countries^which have-practically^no industry at all,

certain equipment, like ploughs, tools and vehicles is produced in the

traditional sector. Capital formation in this sector, however, will ^fee

considered as a whole and the methods which majf l>e used in'estimating it will

be described in :a separate section. ■" ' '. - " : -■-■

59* Information on machinery and equipment produced for .^sals ;.by. domestic

industry.is contained in oensuses of manufacturing wherever: available

and sometimes in annual production statistics. Bench-^nark year estimates

of domestic production at ex factory prices based on .census-data may be

obtained by extracting items of machinery and equipmen;k,in.much the -same

way as from import, statistics. . However, while, impprt. da^a,;are usually

considered to cover all imports of machinery and equipment, ,census figures
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normally only cover the production of enterprises down to a certain size.

An.adjustment for under-coverage is therefore heeded. This poses a

difficult problem^ ■because i;here; isn'o'vay of knowing to1 what"extent the

■smaller industries actually produce roachinerjraad equipment or only

concentrate on current repair' work. An adjustment for under-coverage

made, for instance, on the basis of employment data and assumed equal

productivity in small and large-scale industries will therefore at best

only give a very approximative result.

60. The bench-mark year estimates may'noe extrapolated to other years

by means of whatever information is available1in annual production

statistics, Additions to the ex factory Vclus for■trade mark-ups, trans

portation costs, indirect: taxes and other expenses finally have'to be

estimated :in the same way as for o';i.f* values of imports.

.61. To o^.tain^as exact an qs^imate: of domestically purchased- machinery

and, equipment as, possible, th.er s,um of imports and domestic production ought

to, be adjusted for^ exports^- including: reexports, =' and. changes' In- stocks.

Exports of machinery and. equipment are.in .siost countries of the/region

insignificant or nil, but wherever exports occur they would be registered

in foreign trade statistics and it would therelbre■hot-preient particular

problems to obtain the information:required^ Changes in sDodks of machinery

and eQuipmenlon ti^e hands of importers, producers; and dealeis^'on the

other hand,, is, .pTaGticallj- imposaible;-; to ^ecstijaat©;/except by rrfeates'of a

special survey and the item. Is. hardly-im;j>qrtant enou^i 'to ^a*rant tHis

extra expense. It.may. therefore be , jua;ti#i*d., to omit -thei adjufiianent for

stock changes at l^aat in Ijh^ first

62. The'methods of estimation "indicated in the preceding .would make

lt P°:e?i-ble tp ;arri"tf'e.nfP> only at' a total fox capital formation in

^machinery and equipment but^o,. at, various-: useful- sub^-fcotais by grouping

together the derailed basic 4t3ms,rpff: the- estimetesa Thus,, the-de>!tVation

of capital formaijion.in,.transport equipment.and.in;agrt-crultural-rmafehinery

and equipment,(explud^ng items produced by/^he ,traditional sedtor) should
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not present. serious problems* Althpugh. it would be,vm.ore difficult, to

identify and ^Isolate the relevant, items, a sub-group .for .capital ..

formationrin industrial machinery and equipment may also, be.,attempted*

£;: Tite;1 rfe'eiduai Wo^uld then':be^capital" formation in otter m^6hinery,:and

ii'6-3£. v;3Pi^S$^\^>.T®TyuPap!*i°^^t'"'3?^^#m-.-iA^. ,^y.. some coun^ie^'.wife regard

by tbe intermediate system^i's^^^pt.dd^^^e-'^^P^/1^^^^

considered as part of the importing cqunt.ry's^cap^ital formation* oW}ien the

^sTeqpatonoBWt ig^iii Cleave s' fSe Country if :-Has to- Tj&^coTi^i^ere^: as ezp*orts of
ni Jicxa^n-iol Istla^o io^ .1 :Jo^ ■:■ J::- yj--".r ;y:.^-rv:i. od oi^^c- jx

ca$dri^lri^(^^^!'^o^l^ro4fkayV"rG^ "doi^rser' a'ri-se1 wi'-fti^reB&ra fo1-"the 'va'ri-se1 wi'-fti^reB&ra fo1-"the 'valuation

of the equipment both at the importing and exporting stage. Since, it would

no* be subject' to customs duty, the value' of tHe/e^ul^ment/when .fl^orted

would have-to be obtained directly f]?om the-owner*' The/eixport val^re should

equal the import value less depreciation charges*

) Construction -' ' ■ ^ ^. ; - - ^--'

" 64* Tkiacomponent of fixed capital formation covers residential and

lhon—residential building and other construction and works, i»e* rail, road

- and .harbour, construction, airports, gas. mains, telephone and telegraph

Tines,,irrigation, projects,,land clearance'etc* If capital'formation in

the rural traditional sector is treated as a separate component, the own-

account building and construction work done by farmers with own labour and

materials would be included there and not under the present heading*

65- : A, major part of the:construction work and some of'the. building is

normally undertaken by government; ' Government;;^tiilding and 'construction

expenditures may be derived reasonably accurately from government accounts

;: '.-&n& isuppiementai'y' sources^ No corresponding easily aPP^ssible sour'aes
'' [,\ .. i--- ■;■■;, : : .:) 1. , :.■':)■ j i - \ ■ '- ■■ - '■^■- - ~- -?■ :-x'■■■'''-'■■ -r-' y ~
areV ^avHi:|abie rf-^r ~esiU-mating private building and construction' expenditures.
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Censuses of building and construction activity are so far*riot available.'

for any of the countries of 'the" regioni Indirect methods :'of estimation

therefore have to be used and^'sucn methods often can only be appliedtto:.:

estimate" total building anil construction expenditures,-government a
no ;::■ : _ _

as private. _ " ** '

66.' The indirect estimates-are igenerally base4 on.information,about.

materials; used: or building permits Issued, sometimes sugp^ementefl. by y

data from government abcourits©rpub,lic works departments, and

by special surveys^■'for particular components.' ., o ..; -.:,; .:i. ■;ii,:,

67. An estimate of capital formation in building and construction on

the :basis; 6f data on -iift^orts and domestic production of1: building an£ maa

C'Bifstructiolii tokterials1 has certain similarities with the corresponding,,, .

estimate^fot ;capi*tal l^rmation in machinery and; equipment ,4^scuese^ ^vx-,

the'pr^cBding section. -Frequently, however, only ;a selection; of buildin^:

and construction materials i# analysed, as for instance-cement, bricXa,,.,,-,

woodland' %brrugatedvi"ron plates* The price to the final puxcloserriCff ;;.,...

these'materials ha«-first to be determined along the.lines

the preceding section deferring to machinery and,equipment.

;Afmpoctant part of the estimate, however,.;, is to establish ratios between..;

the materials cbsts arid-total expenditures on variouBJtvpes...of bui^ing,.

and feoiistruGtion in different localities.-! This may be done, by direct^...

engineering studie3 or on the-basis of ^n analysisLof accounts of the ,.

public worker-department: if" government also undertiake^s the type of^.buil^i&g

and construction work in question*, A ratio between total costs of the

selected^materials an'd total building' and cons-truciion costs -will iinallj-

have to be obtained,''since'it'is not possible' t6'allocate1 thematerialB^-:1

* supply between different types1 of building and c6n:Btructib<n.'Ti'F6r'xthe same

reason, only a total figure for 'building and constructiori'

may be obtained by this method*
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68.-Xt if? evident .that the method.outlined above cannot possibly lead

to particularly, exact results. There are several reasons for this.

Firi^v,build£ng,materials may'sometimes be used for other purposes than

building and construction^like, for.instance, building of ships and

boats or other major'equipment." To avoid this problem, tne selection bf

materials considered may be limited to items which are practically

exclusively1 used for-.building and construction,,Xike cement,and bricks. .

There is no^ay out of' the: dilemma that if a wide-,range of buil-ding , .; __

"WterlaW'^s Selected: .-the,need; for adjustment for other, uses increases

while if only a couple of mai»: £teBm; are cho-sen,;tfte eptimaifeis. bepome

correspondingly more approximate.

69. Regardless, which jmaterials; are: chosen, ,;an allowance has to b<

for minor repairs and .maintenance, if the- definition ;off capital formation

givefc ill thei-'SHA :a*scL the intermediate system, is followed... .. Such an .

adjustm^t-:oould.probably:best■ be made by ;obtaining a.n ,«stimate, from a

number of- contractors about ,thie ratio betwaen .expenditure s, fpr.new . ; .

building and-construction'and m^intenanc© ,and minor ,repairs;rin any one _

year.-Nothing betterothan-a.ivery rough adjustment..would, however, be

possible in'thiS way; ■ AnJ^alternative; solution^ which opuld ■

justified for practical: reasons and could also be. extended to, ijjie estimate

of capital forraation.in'machinery &nd.equipment would be to omit, any

adjustment f6r maintenan-ce and repairs, and. thus,adopt the gross-gross ..

conoSp-t bf fixfed capital^ formation which deviates, from the^SJTA definition

but is-applied-by a number of., statistically developed countries, .„ .

7G. ..Jf fixed capital.formation in the, traditional sector is estimated

independently an^ by; different methods, an adjustment also has to be

magLe, for"that jiar* of tlie.se looted materials which is used in this sector.

Ali^QW^i- the.ma jp^par^ of materials used in the traditional sector is" '

collected or made on the spot, some items, like corrugated iroriroofihg '

is purchased.
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71. A reasonably accurate estimate oif the proportion of "the" coats of -j:

selected materials to total costs' or* building and construction is -:

extremely difficult to arrive at. flhe'ratio of the oosts^f 'different1-'-'

materials to total costs varies widely'for projects Ii£e house building,

road construction, railway construction and the construction of

electricity plants, for instance. Because of this, an overall ratio

of material costs to total costs,for buildjing: and construction activity

as a wholei is apt to be far more Jjjacctirate than, fojr instance, a ratio

oonfined tor building a^iyity alone would have been. However, to

estimate,-,;thje latter ratio it would be necessary to find that part of the

supply^ojf sele.ated, matexials which is used for building alone, and that

is an, almost impossible- taslc except on the basis of direct surveys.

72. If at a^J. po&sifele^ -a more detailed approach, to the estimate of

building ..and construction expenditures is .recommendable, "by fOr instance,

estimating residential and, non-residential building, public construction

and private construction separately* Sinpe, as. just, mentioned, the

materials approach does not lend itself to an estimate of building

expIeriaii;u¥es-al6He,'"& different rmethod ias to be found, for this component,.

Estimates based bh-'data .compile-dfrom building permits are wid^y us,ed, ,

since buildahg permit 'statistics are often ".available also in artistically

less developed countries. ;, . ■■■:■■ r . ;;::,LbMi .:.•■:':<.;.-..:

73« ,^o .aai^*ive at reasonably, exact estimates of building expenditures "by

m^ans-.oj^. the permit method, building permit .statistics should have wide

coverage ..and there should also be possibilities of fo3,lowing _them up, for

Instance, by .means, of statistics on finished "build-ings authorized for

ocoupancy. These conditions are not always fulfilled and this sometimes

makes the quality of the estimates made by the method dubious. For

instance"! -building permit-data are sometimes .available^; fordthft capital

city-aldne ari^1'these data are then often "blown up!1 t6jcoveritbS:.w&ole

oountr^j^ exoluding1-the rural traditional sectorycbjr,for>ins1;anoe»Kj;o::

population^ratios^or ratios/;of the number of ©xistingndwellings from a ■

past housing census. The application of ratios, of :thisrk±n& is-based on
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thG assumption that the trend in housebuilding is the same in. other

parts of the country as in the capital city and it is usually all reason

to "believe that this assumption does not hold true. For the "building

permit me'tfaod to /be used with confidence from the, point of view of ,

coverage it is required that permit data should he available, for at

least the^ main urban- centres*- , ..-.::■:.;: . ■-. :..,- ■-.. ;,>/ ■'■-

74. Follow-up "by means of statistics on finished "building is desirable

for several reasons. First,., there is often a time-lag of more than a

year between the issuance of the permit and the finalization of a

building. This could be allowed for by shifting the data forward the '

number of months which normally elapse before buildings of various types '

are finished. Both for this purpose and in general in using this method,

building permit data classified by various types of buildings are

required,.,. ,Even if a shift .forward of the data is made on the basis of

reasonably detailed andpreliable information, a check by means of

statistic^ on finished buildings would, however, be advantageous. '

75/'Furthermore, the realized 86st of a -building very frequently does not

correspond to the forecast shown i:in;th* permit.' Any adjustment of the '

original estimate which may be' possible by means of statistics on r-y- <• ■■■--<■■

finished building or other sources may therefore be expected to lead toi:- -^:

improvements. Follow-up of the original estimates based on building ^

permits is also.necessary because:sometimes the permits are not utilized

at. all. Conversely, some, building may be going on without permit, although

it legally falls within a.category which should require permit. It is

likely, however, that the latter building would also escape registration

when finalized, ...... .;■...

76. Government building may not be covered by permit statistics but '

could relatively easily be" es-timated from direct sources, either govern-^ ^

ment aocountsor information from the' public works'department. Sometimes,

it may be difficult to separate public expenditures on building from

other public construction expenditures. "Bvery attempt, however, should be
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made4nri0rderr.tp,^cliiey.e j:aa c.lear-,.a:: distinction between building

expenditures 1apd;o,^e^/jco^str^9^^n-rexpenditures as possible in the break—

down.of total gross, .fixed .capital ^^^^.tion*. A. breakr-cLqwn- of; .building by

re.siden.tial and non-re.^iden.tial ^ouji, also be :i shown and, would;inoJii.;;present

any particular problems if.jth^ ,b\4rl4ijag :pBrmit statistic?-a^a ?given.;in

some .detail. -_.■ . .:,.,.;.., .. .., . :,vo,:.!, - ■_ . . ■ . ■:..; ;-:.,;l. ,-Vi.,- ..-. ..;

77. Information about public projects which fall within the category of

''oapitai "formation in other construction and works is usually available

"from published sources or can be obtained from the authority in charge of

'the^ project*. Data on private "construction expenditures are, however,

extremely: difficult to come about "even if construction expenditures in the

rural traditional sector is disregarded for the moment. Series based on

building permits wnioh strictly speaking refer to building expenditures

alone'are therefore frequently used as approximate indicators of total

■■'" cbnistruetion expenditures, or they are used as indicators of total

Ji' ^building' plus"private construction while government construction expenditures

' are'estiiiiaWcL directly* The latter procedure is probably as good as any

if no"direct information is available on private construction expenditures

tniough' direct^"surveys. Scattered data on the construction expenditures

of large private firms from company accounts are not likely to provide a

dej)enctable,rm9^sure^f. total construction expenditures in the private urban

and "organized" rural septor, because of their limited coverage* r

: L78i " If' a raiher make-shift method of estimating construction.expenditures

xlifce'the ^orie indicated above'has to be applied, no break-down of total
r...,..--,. ■--.;■-;-.".: - ■ "to J-'O'; - :. ■-.i..;;lM;vj; o- . v. ■ licxJui ■■■ -.1. .I.".. -;- :"-^"':

building and construction expenditures is possible except at best by

government construction on the one hand and private and government

building; £lusr priv^^. t ppqo.tjM^t^.ga^. flifl^.^1^ o^hep. r; i; .i:

79» Ab already mentioned in the section on some conceptual points (see p.9)

the treatment or expehdiiures on plantation development raises not only

praotical but"also theoretical problems* which it may be of interest to

' b6naider somewaat" closerWen if actual detailed estimates for this
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oomponent may not be possible except for a few countries. In this

region, large-scale plantation of rubber, coffee and cocoa is found.

Funds spent, in planting or re-plariting with improved varieties may

amount to -large' amounts ^and should certainly be regarded as capital

experidituresv vThe view-point may be adopted that these projects are,

in a way, extensions of land improvement projects or they may be

considered as construction of durable capital goods. The total expendi

tures to be capitalized should cover the initial costs of clearing the

land and planting the crop's "as well as necessary care during the gestation

period, which may sometimes cover a large "number of years. Expenditures

incurred in the yeafs'before the planted crops start bearing fruit may be

included as changes in inventories, but it would both be easier and

conform closer" to the ideas of the planters themselves if they are

considered as fixed capital formation.' An important practical reason

for adopting the latter treatment is that it would be very difficult to

keep in mind for the national accountant, who may be a different person

from the one who made the original estimates, that expenditures included

in changes in stocks, say five years ago, should at a certain time be

included as fixed capital formation while stock-changes should be decreased

correspondingly. ...

80* Information on the area and coat of large-scale planting and re-

planting.may sometimes be available in company accounts, if, however,

re-planting is done tree by tree on a continuous "basis, it would be,much

more difficult to estimate the costs involved. In this case, the only

practicable sOlution'Wy be to include the cost of re-planting as current
operating expenditures. •» ■ ■ ■ ■ ■'-- -... ■ ■ - " ■■'■■■ - ■•■-■..■>.

81. The SNA requires .that government capital formation^ in" :&efen;se; - :

building and construction should be excluded except for permanent

family dwellings for military personnel. Sometimes, however, installa

tions originally built for defense purposes are later converted'to '

civilian'use because they are ho longer adequate or needed for defense.

This niayie tiie cfase with regard to air-strips, barracks and work-shops,
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for instance. It would seem reasonable to include these items as capital

formation at the moment the transfer of use takes place, regardless whether

they are sold to the private sector or used "by the government sector

itself. At the same time, the value of the items has to tie deductecL from

government consumption expenditures^ The question of valuation may be

very difficult if no actual sale takes place, but it pro"oat>ly would be

advisable to make an ample provision for depreciation during the time the

assets have been used for military purposes*

,82. It is also sometimes difficult in practice to draw the line "between

civilian and military building and construction, For instance, an air-port

may bemused for both: civilian and mllltczy traffic, tut its construction

may be based primarily or even exclusively on military considerations*

;The, same may bo .the ease, with a road. A rather narrow definition of

military construction is perhaps most practical, which would-exclude the

cases oustmentioned* Other border-line cases are military hospitals which

to a considerable extent troat civilian patients or military schools which

teach subjects of as much use to civilians as to military personnel,

,8.3*. .■: Capital formation in building and construction estimated by one of the

methods described above together with capital formation in machinery and

equipment estimated as described previously constitute together total gross

■fixed capital-formation in the urban and "organized1' rural sector« Hot

unfrequently countries stop at this point and thus leave out capital

formation in the traditional secto* altogether or include only that part

of it which is more or less automatically covered because of the method of

estimation applied, Considering -the importance of capital formation in

the traditional sector in African countries, however, a separate section

will be devoted to it* To round off the picture of methods of estima

ting fixed capital formation in the completely monetized area of the

economy, however, a section on government capital formation will be

included first* ; '
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VI. Government capital formation

,; .84- Gross fixed capital formation of the government sector covers

general, government capital formation as well as the capital formation

of government enterprises and public corporations* Capital formation

of general government ine0 the sector public administration and defense,

, .;j.noiudes the, building of government administrative; buildings as well as

construction undertaken by: the public-works department (highways^' harbour

..proj^ct^, eic.), but, as.1 already mentioned''in the previous section,

excludes .practically all defense capital formation; The composition of

the grossfixed capital-formation of government enterprise's and public

, corporations, will depend-.on-.th-oir field of acti^rity and may cover any type

o£ machin©;r.y and etmipment and construction activity; Government enter

prises are financially integrated with general government'and will mainly

include public 'schools and hospitals, postal and telegraph .services,

railways, etcn. Public corporations may be found in practically, any

branch of

. 85*.,.£he. classification of government capital formation by1 the "throo sub-groups

mentioned, is; not entirely.; clear and' -unambiguous;-, A specific activity,, like

Corr_4ris'fcfnce/."t^® postal services may at "one timer be the responsibility of

^e^er.al government and lat^r be transferred"to a gbverhineht: enterprise so

. that the ,14ns. of demark_atioii. between the -two is in practice oiften blurred,

Alsoj; pnaand ,tLhe ;same. activity may in one country be taken :6are of by a

government department and in another country be the responsibility of a

enterpriser':S'"' '"v ' '

, 86r .. Accprding to. 3NA.B public corporations ^.'include, in the first place,

corporations .formallyjestabiishedrand regulated'by public law, their

shares being wholly ©^mainly owned by public authorities and their '

.management mainly. chosen,by public .authorities,. In the second place,

.p^ivatp::Corporatlon:E.:;should be included if they can be considered to be

controlled by public authorities". The: concept of control is somewhat

vague., Sometimes .it/.may bo used as a" criterion that government should
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own at least 51 percent of the shares, but there may ilsb^'fceVjoint

government-private enterprises under government control where the govern

ment owns less than half of the shares* Also, it is sometimes very

difficult to make the distinction between a government enterprise and a
$.-T;2s-i :■:■ ,■=. 3'.: :/■ ■ ■:•.■; ■■■_. ~ ■■, ; ■•."■-•■: ■ - -..:.i\-

public corporation if the latter is evidently under full government both

financial and administrative control*

87» The main sources of information on general government capital

formation are government budgets and accounts, supplemented by direct

information from agencies concerned with particular projects. Budgets

and accounts for all levels of government, i*e. central, state and local

government, as well as the accounts of extra-budgetary funds should, in

principle, be analysed. This means that a great number of published and

unpublished documents ought to be gone through and many of them may not

be easily accessible*

88, In Tpractioe it is inevitable that only the more aeee'sWb'ie ''documents

can be analysed annually, like central and state budgets"ran<iIfa£cd'unte»

'While1 ^ sample is taken of the other material* Sometimes^1 tdo'al 'govern

ment ljis omitted altogether because of the difficulty :6t 'WStaDtiMi^

■infbrma'liion, but this is not a satisfactory soiutiOtt;:^nWJi^1;Cieafd:s to

aii uha&irestimate of government capital formation. ;;j L:-1-ta(i):fl j---.-^l;:

.8?^r; Since practical difficulties make a ,complete;.aiwjuali; e.sti.matie:. of

general governmen-t capital formation very difficult., ^achiey&^fis so

much the more necessary that estimates for bench-mark years are made as

Oo'mplete as; possible. All necessary mat'eriWl^'i'Or making as c'omprete

e-stima'tes as possible for all level^'of^ovethment will,' hoveve'rV^cinly

become-available1 with a delay of: seVejfal;'years'and a bench-mark year

^■stimate will:-'^6te"^xi6ntly-have;--it6-''i?6iferJ-^b '&' year some time: W%ne:; past.

Suoh;:estiiDit©s:ira^y Lfetill ^'-^ery^efttl,n%i^ce-:4hey provide the Wsis

for 8t revision of :%he level1'atrm6te recent0 estimates based otrlW^k' ample

information. With regard to the annual MVemen^in0the' serieVon

general government capital formation tnere is:iho otner solution than to
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assumeAhat the estimates based on less than complete data provide

essentially the correct picture.

90* General government' budgets and accounts have to be"analysed for

national accounts purposes not"r only in order:to arrive at an^e'stimate

of general government capi:tal" formation but also io' derive ''"government

consumption and various transfer items on goVeirnmenV-appropriation

account* A complete reclassification of the budgets and accounts is

therefore required, from which general government capital formation is

obtained as one partial result.

91»; Frequently, no distinction'is made between current aricl capiial

expenditures in the original documents and even if a distinctibnvis made

it jftay differ frdm thai; required for national accounts purposes* Usually,

therefore, a'-^reat'Thany composite items have'to "be split '£!Si order'to

arrive at the capital formation component. To*db this is ifoequently even

more difficult than to split the items of import statistics, ?ince the

items on the budgets and accounts are defined with accounting purposes in

view and may cover transactions which are widely dis-similar in economic

nature* For instance, the total expenditures on particular programmes

are sometimes shown in one sum, which covers a mixture of current and

capital expenditures on goods and services, as well as transfer items, and

no adequate clue may be provided in the published documents on how to

split upr this totalv The only solution then is to consult the budget

authorities-idireotly ;about the,, composition of the 'item.

92«. Even if such consultations are held with regard to the contents of

quite a number of items, however, there, will still, be many left which

of necessity will have to be split in a more arbitrary fashion. The

statistician then has to rely largely on his subjective ideas about an

item's composition, based, on whatever information is provided in

explanatory notes in the original documents* if ,+this work, is conscien

tiously done, the result may be expected to represent, a fair approxima

tion of the truth. Considerable knowledge and experience are, however,
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feqUirea-:i6^tt©;r4stiinatcrs to eneUr©' a good result.,. nTh^djangerp ptAt o

this procedure'are illustrated, by■-.the seemingly parado^c^lrfa,ct *»»*.,^

sometimesk^ificantlydifferent.,figtjgrms.,for the, various, ppmpon.^ts ; f

of government ex$»©nditure:B: are obtained,if "budgets and

are gone through. agaijvM&y: other persons. .. -•

T,53:,.rThe. |>pac|;ical,work of extracting items of fixed oapital formation^

a^.weXl^as.other.items of government e.xpenditure from budgets and —

acpoimtp is-,made more difficult, if the .classifications used in^ the " ■

ori^.nal .documents are changed frequently.. The statistician then' cannot

make a coding of the various items t:o be extracted from'the aocounts 6f

one year and leave the' actual extraction work for several futuirb '

^yoarsrj:^rcj'to clerical personnel-. Instead, he,will ^,fprced .^o do much

of - the-^traotion-work .himself ;©iB.oh ye^r, k reasonably permanent well-

founded-classification, system for-:government budgets an<i accounts. is^.{

^therefore v^ry important for: national accounts work* . ,v; :, ...j-.^v ^of

tl-94*,. A number,:of United Nations Workshops on Budget Heclassificatib^1

^anA.Management^liave been held at the Economic Commission'level, one'ot'

.-wbi^li, took pOaee in.Addis Ababa in 1?61, One of the maff purposes o? "

,:, these -Wprkehops is to advocate an economically 'more meaningful'" "elaWifi-

oat^pn of government budgets and accounts. To the'extend tiae cla%^ication

principles of the United Nations Manual-^ is applied by the couhi;r!ie's
either to the budgets and accounts themselves or as a supplementary r%-

classifioationV^the work of the national accountant in extracting capital

"-■■formati-oh- and dthe^.relevant, items ,is,made: ;much,easier. As a matte^ of

fa'crtf'ltheit«tfs required according to natipnal accounts definiUon^ may

of:1:enjbe found ready-made .in the re-classified a^unts, so that a, ^

minfmuiii ofrcompilation, work will:b© necessary. ,^^a^y> hoW?T®

oountries:;who-apply-l-±he;.clas0ification principles.,of.;jJhe Manual s

with the central government budgets and accounts alone, so that even for

thes6 countries -the J>roblemsj..of,_ extracting, items^ of capital formation

accounts will still: rem&in: serious Tor

some time to come.

1anual for Economic and Functional Classification of Government

Transactions, United Nations, New York, 1958'
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95. The. ^iS(Cal year generally; does not coincide with the calendar year

bo that an.adjustment is required for data on fixed capital formation of

genera^ government: to bring them in line with corresponding figures for

the private sectpr which are usually on a calendar year basis—'. If the

fiscal year starts on July.l,, the average.of the figures for two adjoining

fiscal years are often taken to represent a calendar year. If it starts

oh'another date1 a rough adjustment of this kind is. more -difficult to make

and the fiscal year'data are then usually taken to represent the calendar

year to which "they conform most closely. & really thorough adjustment

for the^'d'ifferWce in timing would only "be possible if, the government

"budgets and' accounts were available on a quarterly basis:, but ,t)iis.; is ,

usually'the case for some selected: items only* - .: ■ ■•■,..- ■■..;:

96. .Another-problem arises .because government .accounts are usually kept

on a rcash basis*,:-i.e. they reflect amounts actually paid out, while the

national accounts figures should refer-to an accural basis, i.e. show

the value of work done and commodities acquired during a period. Adjust

ments 'for prepayment or' deferred payment may: sometimes be made in '.*n®'

estimates of government capital'formation for. ma jor construction, projects,

but on the whole sue1h adjustments are extremely:difficult to make and.are

therefore omitted/: Similariyy: adjustment for the fact tfcat some govern

ment accounts, although they nominally refer to.; a period of twelve, months,

may include payments made during the first few months of1the following,

fiscal year, is vety difficult "■'- - i : -'r ■ ■

■97* In the government budgets and accounts of, some countries,

maintenance: and repairs of important items are shown separately. However,

a distinction "between normal-repairs and maintenance, which should be

included as government cqnsumption.^ and major repairs which should, be

consldeifed as capital formation is usually, not ma;de« No clue about the

proportion:in which;the. t,ptal, may be,split is usually available and the

1/ Sometimes the/ whole.: system of national accounts is kept on a,fiscal
year basis, so that the figures for the private sector have to be
adjusted while the data for government are left unchanged*,..:;;
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choice in practice iS-"therefore, either to include it as a whole in

capital formation, or tc consider it ^n its ehtirety as consumption

expenditure^* The latter might perhaps be the most reasonable solution,

since normal repair* and maintenance are likely to constitute the major

■ Li £..,-','

98. General government capital formation financed by foreign aid and

capital items received as gifts under foreign aid. programmes should also

be included. One problem.in.this connexion is to obtain the necessary

basic information, since these items sometimes are net included, on the •

ordinary accosts a*d have to be looked for 1b, the.statements of foreign

aid ageifcieW.- WWJh regard to, the inclusion of capital items received as

gifts, acotoceptual point ,ofj.some theoretical interest may be mentioned.

Sometimes, the donor-.hoamttar- ^eludes ^suph gifts as government final

^Mtftfire's'and ttot as ^orWn-its. national accounts. Prom the point

of view of world national product;Iit would;then^lead to doub^-cbuating

if the sifle items are again,, included under another component of final •

'eipendituxer namely, capital;formation, in the receiving country. Regard-

les's how %his''mayf be, however, there is no doubt that it is in the

interest of ■■«*--deceiving country to include these items on its National

accounts as capital formation, so that as complete a picture of its gross

fixed oapital formation as possible may be obtained.

99i^GroBs-fixed capital fprmation of general government is usually first
oh:a g*eliminai? ;t>asis,,|roni tudg^t estimates and is later ^'

wneh finals estimates op closed accounts tecome availa-bl6.-^he

rity^bm^.amoimt:s actually spent.,_. It is not'possible to^ !

^ ^r%liaTble;^iati<?nSiii|): between t»udgeW|est^iates akid'final

e^nditto'e*'T>&^4-tovi»jftvifou8J,wcpepien<» since there normally does '

not exist a definite;pai^ern di^hi£ respect.: The only really acceptable

solution is therefore as,spon as .possible to replace the^ eaiimateS based

:on budget; data'byv firmer figures from the closed accounts. " '
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100. In some countries, 'the-a^ditot-geheral's report on actual

expenditures includes 'dorisi&erably* lass detail than ,the .budget,

again there Jis no reas'on 'tc assume fthate a reliable result coi^d^ , ,f .^

expected by breakingClddWn"art item *>f otto riclosed accounts,:in theV;same ^ .

ratio as the budget figures for the same year or cvon on.;the ba.sia^oi:

experienoe Qver;a number of years. It may be preferable instead to use

the data, on final estimai;es*f or ^previous ibuilgetarjr^ar which are .;.'

often, contained in.the current" budget documents and which—-1^-

in thelVsam<3 derail, as the original budget figures.

"l'01."':f As'tar as prbvincial-and particularly local gqirer^rvt,^s cpnperned,

it has already been mentioried/^tlhaii'tfafere ;is Ut-fela-.-po^flibiUty. _^,^. -.;

"gathering alf the documents^ridfl^Ssar^ to obtal^^o^iplete ^^verage on a^

purrent basis. In^additidnj the' expenditure classifteation .frequently.

^fers for the various ie4/eis-6fgovernment aud^pfiien i^ not ..standardized

fop" thenyarious ^urits of°local ^vemmen*- sp ^hatj:i^tak0s,;a,lon?. ti?e

to'analyse Sateveir material is a^t hand;- ..For; these.,reaspns any budgetary

or other^reibvarit^ibc^nents TAiich. *eborne avails*^. wlW :.bave,,ta be utilised

as fully :as possible'in estima1;ink gross fixed, capital, formation for the

'"levels beiow'centrai gbvernmetit eVen if-they, do not., contain the latest

revised informatibri. '*' "'■"""'■' '-'" " ■li1° ' 't-> >'■■■■:> ■■ .■ ■..■.■.!.;■■ ..,3 ■.';-;;;o->::..;

102. Gross fixed capital formation of government enterprises and government

"corporationsTis'usually ' deHV^ from-^thelr special accounts. Sometimes,

the information for' government eiiterprises^is included, in the centra^

government account and has W be extracted from.-tMa* .:;•■?* will then.pften

be necessary to investigate fterther'=■ wtth the responsible ministry, to ;

obtain all the details iesirectr ^The principles used in separating current

from" capital expenditures in t& special government, enterpr;ise: and

corporation accounts"may/ as 'iff the general rule ..«pr..:acopun*^e data,

differ from what is required for nati'Onarl aiccounts. j>uztpQ.ses, qo th^t

diffioult adjustments become necessary.: Aside ,from .this, tlxe problems

met in extracting capital^formation" 'ifWHn these .accounts will .depend on

how numerous they are and on how promptly they appear.
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103. Because of the nature of the source material (one account for
■::;'> ';;>:.) :r ..;■■ i ::.*:os':;L?\-i?i \:\i: ,-v ;■ ... . tutis r.:5 ■:•(■■< ( ,;.[.;■;■ c :-■-■■■ a.: -,/i.o.::^ .'.j;nr^;'f .1

each unit), gross fixed capital formation of government enterprises

and gavexnment por.por,ations may /be. easily Q^assifie,d "by industry of-use.

..Ast is,, generally .theu.case with..capital.fprinafeioA-figures, derived £r.pm

"r va.c,co,unts, however,,.a classification by: type of:. capital,,gpods would \>e much
'- W?-u ■f.^v'i■■.■';ol tfrtir H'^rK't^ V--"^^" i^-.w-itoi:"1 'K^'trr.'-p-;.^;-;" •*:Jtr-j:'i-i-i.~'?K) j:"-; i/dj1^';1^:'^
..more difficult* Information may.be availably, whiph, makes^ possible a., broad

grouping by construction expenditures and expenditure on. other fize4

capital, but to arrive at a ,more-detailed break-down would usually involve
■ rie^fj '.yvsi-i BJpii^vtts,^ 'xc~ ':>,ni.,-l'lutf L&uxits: ;;:(>; "io ouIxa' -..■■ii io ^t-^i'v .its ^

yi^litting-of tp^' manyj. itejns^_ /The' same-- dif-fi.cwlties.vare*pet if
JjO"-:x'I 'to ^ ocy,^ ^o-iu'.o lo ^otw^ihs1.; 1. £,t*T.e^ aTG;iJo io'; ;..'Zi-- ^i:.c^

^^en©>al gOTferi^eirt^£os-ar}fia:6'cLr.oapditaiafarma-
\t6 noad oal^ cov^ri nojooa zid& at nojd'anrio'i
.a'BsiifiBatteMiiKf o^i-tilsfoftpadtijoK ^ji^ira^ of
-touii-anoo sri.! "So fo-scf io(;r>irf ©lit fy9.fcT.+ru/oo
withwu't ,diffti-Gu3-*y^n''-/-riir':'. Oii* ■iiio*i1 J-no^irs

iJO;"' 'io .. sx t:i;i.iJ" ;..,:tOo^'x^c: ■ :;d"/n;o;,-;j: ijiauijjjh

^o^to^o^tai^^^Ss:^^ sector

capital formation in the "orgaBized^/seetd^ may !be\ ©#1$iBed:1bylf&e^ij:c:ting

government gross fixed capital formation from this total* :-Since the

coverage of the estimate/of;-.gove*nmettt.;fixed oajplt!&:>f;9^BAijlg^ may^e

expected to- be better than the coverage of the estimate of the, total, the

danger arises tn'at Jprivate gross fixed capital formation arrived eii as a

'■residual could "be sighificaniiiy under-esiimated.

., . JU35- ^n addition .tooths PlASsifica:tiot\by'governnieiit^^^ gross

i jfixed Capital formation in ;4b©-'*^r^^±i«d*^v:-seot<Sr.14Bay':'aiiefe-iBk^ly^Wii

1 classified by type of capirtail'godds. if Estimated :&s mehtione-d ln!

. .'preceding-seoti6ns. Because-of the^difficUlty 6f Olassifyii^

; :capital formation by type,; it is usually not possible to arrive a't

;ci»ss^classi£ication by gip^2n!Hnent--pfrlvate: and type of'■'■ capital

106y, ;A/oiassifiiiat£on^ of

... ^'Mae ,ma^ ^be a'ttempted Jb* .supplementing ..the,. b^aJ^HjOTm for th0/{$jrity

.p^^^ector'b^.thje^result df, arir analysis :0t ,priv||e,.^prajpan^,^G^iMi;^

is 'recognised iiiai 'an. .indiistry break-down of: gross fixed capital -; ■ ;

''^piTnafion in. the private "organized'" Sector based on'oo-inpaji^'4pPP.vn.ts
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alone could only be a very rough estimate*. However, even a rough estimate

may be. justified considering the importance, of having some information

about the industrial, distribution of capital formation and the practical

impossibility of achieving anything like exact figures except on the basiB

of an expensive direct survey. . .

"107* Government capital'formation and "capital formation financod by govern

ment may differ considerably from each'other. Sometimes important

projects take place in the private sector of the economy with financial

support from the government.in the form of loans.and grants, but for

national accounts purposes this is, of course, still private capital

formation. Conversely^ the.government sector may.sometimes borrow funds

from the private.sector to. finance its own capital formation which it

could not otherwise have realized. ,

!Vil«' Capital formation in the traditional sector.

l68. The traditional rural;sector,;: where moneta;ry arid non-monetary-

transactions intermingle,, contributes a very significant part of the

-national product of1'many African countries and for tnis reason alone an

e-stimate1 of :tn^e annual fixed- G^pltai formation'needed to create this

ptHqdu!et wo'uld^e of 'cdnsi<i^yabi^-'irite'Ws^', ■ So 'ffiarVHowever, .the problems

, ■ connected; :wiiih' .working ;ottt'sutoli fesi^mates ;liaVe perhaps riot received the

tHey deserwj mainly'because1 basi^tr information' £n ihi's field is

yy,'scared or practiically han-exi'*teht. Par some 'countries of the region,

estimates of the value of the annual T*t#;l~ding of native huts have been

made and'for Otliers'pariial estimates of other types of fixed capital

'formation in this s&c£o(r 'have also fceen attempted. However, for many

countries, ^tiie major, part of the construction of equipment and vehicles,

the dicing of ditches and wells,;,a;fe'well a^ capital formation through

community1 development1 schemes, etc. in the traditional sector have been
■ ■ "■ . ■ ■■■.,,... ■. ■■■■ r ■■'''.,.- .. ■ ' . ■

more or less disregarded* Some countries completely exclude capital

formation in this sector from their estimates.
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109. tfhe mo'it''dSyna^io iiidua'tries era outside "fcltd" traditional sector* and

it is'therefore natural that the -main ■'Interest in! countries ^liQli.iare. ■.. ..

trying "to accoiurato thoir GCdr-oxio development will "be focussedoa.-! these*

Both for tni*s-roa:scn and because of the formidable: difficulties in.-r ■,

o'b'iaiiiiii^itheli"'nc63nTiry tisio-data" for the traditional sector* it was /;/,.

thorGforS°tar"fc3 exp^c-t-yd. the-*;''priority should b3 -given to estimates

of fixed'c&ifol'forsetic^ In the ^organised*-.sector.. It-is important ..to

"baar in miisdj^li&r^Toi-y that cg^.cultijral1 .developmant-necessarily

play an ir,pcrt6".t part in ^c-::^ral■ oconomic developnentj and that

agrioultiiro alL'o iu;vdou'biccilv for a long tino to oome will remain yi

the traditional r.-jstcro Coi^arod ^jLth tho present, situation, .great

progress'"'may i;r.ke' pla'60 in u£riou.'ltura dimply through,1 the exchange .of the

very priird-';iTe vQy±w$n.t h'cw';u^3C .f o^ improved, tut still, from:a m

point of view, priTitivc ©quipmsntv IrriprcTed irrigation, vehicles,

tools "■cor&iK/id -rith. irpr&ved methods of cultivation may lead to something

similar to a toGljr-tcr.i::r^voltfti6a in the agricultural sector btrfc-the

"capital li^ri'i'sv-oV-h^- :>.ky'^iZl ^0 ca.lofly mantifactured by the:farmers;

tieneeives1.' if at'alt' pb^'i-jle- it wo^I^i-'Of ' ooursor-be-: very important .to

obtain an eoci'6ri:.& n:aei^ b*;-a :tpr.nf3i^ior\"-of this" type in the:form:,of ,

roasonably acov.ra-oe fig-irac en grocs fi^ed capital formation with; the,most

relevant item;^ _'xoci£iocU

Ths;'p_-^ble:;; n:'? s-.^rcs+r oa? &*/& can only "b© taken^ care ,of i*>» truly

GC-bo^ v:-.^ ^2ji?6ich diroct ^vr^e^s-1 of ^capi^al form'ationiiii .the ■. .,;-.

i'-o^l ;rrot j'i:«" ■'"ii-'i'^^id'^b sn^ve^s1 'tsbvarlng1 only this.field would.

-r i:c-V>-) tb^^fetiy ^::.d uould a^r:^ 00 ;tco coatly, 3iiB.tead^(:' ..-.-.;:.,

t'^cl a.^-'Kcv.'.'rio'r.I' ~-cj:ipl-: 'rrrve;^ could include' ctuestions -also-.

on o;m-»acc^t^i,1; ■■c^t'i"^^ -cr*V"-tloh^ ' Gt3^-j czfe should "be :shown: itt ..;■■-. ■ :■■

fcrir-ul^ti"-^ '■■:;■■■>:■ cJv'Vr;:'"';:::/. -'yind" dcoi'iing on tho:.*-co.TeragG^bf:.i;he

tich,' sirJco 'nirriuhlr ''cvjr-vijri' rill ;not -"go possible" ts3;cauBe. of. ithe

invoiced'"and gLc cr!-:r.j,';.G-Dstsifeor--1 "iaritib-nark years siioudd'-therefore:

r:..d u.o -a^cur^tr.jy c;^ ^n'^nr/'-^-r possible*' " ■ ■■ ■, ' ;.' ■
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of valuation is particularly important because

capital £oj?ffla,tiondn i;hetraditional sector is composed of a mixture,

of items, some of which, are paid for in money, while others are not paid

for "bu&iha.v.e ar market price and others again are not subject to sale on

any market*-.Jhe solution adopted by SNA and also widely used in hpuse-r

hold Buryeya is tor^gister capital formation done by the farmers

:$hems.elvee;a-fc the money oost involved, thus omitting the value of all

labour an^imaterialsriipt actoally; paid for. This would lead to a

considerable undervaluation of capital formation in the traditional

sec^ory and a spraewhat ©loser approximation to the actual value should

be possible*^ Ppr instance, family labour and free labour provided by

neighbour^ ifor pommunity development, projeots may be valued at the pre

vailing, rate for,day-labour in. the neighbourhood and some collected

materials may be .given an imputed value equal to the sales value of

similar materials in neighbouring markets. If no similar materials are

sol4 ioniitfcie-market and consequently no value can be imputed to the

,used, however* the problem is clearly insoluble and it would not

tp~-ascribe an arbitrary value to them* In this case their

vaiue might instead be considered as embodied in the labour costs of

providing:them*

112* If a valuation of capital formation in the traditional sector along

the linear described above is desired in a survey, very dear and explicit

instructions .would have to be given to the enumerators. Since much of the

capital; formation in the traditional sector takes place simultaneously

with the,,daily work, a special problem in connexion w,ith the estimate of

labour cos1<s, also arises because it is difficult to find out the number

of man-days aotually used for a particular project* Wood and straw for

-the; but34-ing:,of huts may be gathered over a long period of time in

connexion with :the herding of animals etc* Some standard estimates of, the

quantity of labour - needed for a number of specific projects may, however,

be worked out and applied in individual cases*
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113. In connexion with t.fce problem of valuation of fixed i

formation in the traditional sector, it should also be. noted.that if

oapita.l formation in the "organized" sector is estimated. frpm. tb.e .,._ ;

materials side it is very difficult to take account of an,d. exclude items

which are purchased "by farmers and used for own-account capita^.formation.

There is therefore a danger of... double-counting when capital formation in

the .traditional, sector,.is...obtained "by special surveys,., but this is.....

practioally certain .to.be. outweighed "by under-valuation,,onj other, apcounts.

Also, it raay.^e considered as a. good thing that even,if, no effort at all

is macle to inc.lu&e capital formation in the traditional, sector, part of

it will be implicitly included if the commodity flow method is used in

estimating capital formation in machinery and equipment and the materials

method in estimating building and construction in the "organized" sector.

11.4. Analoguous with-dwelling construction in the "organized" sector,

the building ;of native huts-may be said to be less closely connected with

■ general.productive,activity than other capital formation. The argument

has.been put fprwar,d that, in the traditional sector where it is difficult

, to. distinguish production from consumption in general,. only construction

and. works which ;are cleanly directly connected with production should be

in.qlud.ecj. as capital formation and house-building should therefore r-be

excluded. Even if this solution is not. accepted, howeve,r>: it would, be

useful if the building of huts is shown as a separate component of capital

formation in the traditional sector,1 "because of its different economic

significance. .':>-t "" ' -■ ;' ' * .■-■'' :r>:.:}■>,;.•-/)

115... ,If no; direct survey of fixed capital formation In tije traditional

sector isri available., attempts are sometimes made to estimate the value of

dwellingpccnstructiQn by indirect methods. Starting-point is then often

taken in a rather rough estimate.of the number of existing dwellings of

various types usually based on more or less approximative data on the

population living in each type. The annual replacement needed is then

estimated on the basis of an assumption about the average life-time of the
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dwellings and a net annual increase is assumed corresponding to-the

population increase* An/estimate of the number of dwellings of different

types constructed annually is thus arrived at. The "building costs for

each unit are finally estimated by means of a more or less detailed analysis

of labour and materials obst involved for each major typo of building. The

Weakness of estimates of;this type often lies more in the estimate of

number of huts constructed than in the valuation of their building costs.

Only sample surveys conducted on; a striotly scientific basis could be

expected to yield a reasonably correct figure on the number of new

constructions. On the other hand, since very many units are usually involved

the margin of error connected with even a very thorough investigation 6f

building costs for representative units may also lead to a large absolute

error in the value estimate.

116. A'very'rough indirect estimate of the value of land-clearance by

peasants may also be possible if some data on new land brought under

cultivation are available. The value of the clearance of one acre of land

could then be estimated on the basis of man-days needed and the wage rate

for agricultural labourers in the region. In spite of its rough nature an

estimate of this kind would be useful as a supplement and chock of data

obtained through an eventual survey whioh might not be representative

enough as far as land- clearance is ooncerned.

117;« Similarly, a very approximative idea about the siae of capital

formation in tools and equipment in the traditional sector may be arrived

at on the basis of a rough estimate of the value of existing tools and

equipment on a typical farm, combiried with a guess about its average life

time. Suoh ah estimate, however, could not take into account the effect

of an eventual replacement of traditional tools by improved types and

therefore would be of very limited interest. *
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118." Finally! it:i:shauld be notedr that:draught animals constitute,.a ^

valuable 'and important part of the:-traction equipment on traditional . . ....

farms.. It is therefore reasonable to include the increase in the stock

of suoh animals in gross fixed capital formation/of the traditional-sector*

However} here again the problem of obtaining the necessary information

for making a reasonable estimate is overwhelming and; cannot be*''•■'"■■

satisfactorily solved except through direct surveys* : ■ >"-'■

VIII, Increase' in inventbries .K <■■ :-\-:-\ ..^ , , .

119, ;, The iponpe^t of: total gross domestic capital formation includes In ■

additlott.to gross fixecj-: capital formation the net inorease in inventories

on the1 bands o£ produoers an,d dealers. The SNA recommends to include in'

the concept of net increase in inventories also:changes in stocks of live

stock, as well as changes in work in progress on.projects of fixed

capital formation except wj.th regard to dwellings and non-residential

construction. In.9rease,4n.,na.tural resources due to growth, as for ins'tanoe,

of forests and standing crops, are on the other hand recommended

exoluded; "'"" 1[o rJ'V"r ' ■-.■■■. r .-. .-.::\;-,r ■.- ■

■ • :- ov.ir ."-iv«t.r ,;i ' - .-.-...

120, .Son^,ia^estipA^i-arisinS from the recommendation to include all work

intprogress expept[ in;building construction as increase in inventories was

discussed^earlier i^. tlxis pape.r (see p. 7 ),• The consistency of including

livestocjc o^n increase in inventories and thus in national

exclu(iing, for instance, increase in forests or plantations

£so doubtful. In both cases the value increase is partly due

to-5iaitural - growth and.,partly. ;to. ; input of factors of production. Ho doubt

the. amount of inputs required for rearing animals, in the form of feed

and care, is normally higher than the amount of inputs needed to ensure

a profitable natural, growth of forests and plantations, which usually

only consists in some labour input for minimum of necessary care* On the

other hand, animals may sometimes be grazing in fields where their feed"'■'

is growing wild aild't&ey'may here also. need, -only,; a minimum of f care* .■-. r
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There tharefore appears-to be no sharp distinction between the two^

which should call'for a different treatment in the national accounts. ,

1-21. It is generally, recognized that comprehensive and accurate estimates

of the net Increase in inventories are extremely difficult to achieve '

even in statistically,highly,developed countries. To evaluate the net

increase in the value of raw materials and finished goods held by

enterprises and dealers would require the registration of stock changes "

for a very wide range of commodities- Since ijt ;is -.aquestion of ,_.

variations in the level of inventories, the omission of commodities whioh

do not contribute an important part to total production may still lead .

to significant errors in the estimates, if it should so happen that the ■;

inventory variations were concentrated on1these commodities. There is •■ ■

no possible way of concluding'from the variations in inventories of a

number of commodities what the'variations in "the total would;be except -■■-■

if a very" extensive" We&rofuily drawn sample is used, whioh is actually

based on an extensive analysis of the whole' spectrum of commodities. ■ -'

122, It is widespread practice to derive private consumption as a ;:. . .

residual, after the other components of domestic expenditure have been

estimated separately and are doductod from tbtal domestic product as . .'.

obtained by the value added method,''; If no separate estimate is made for "

net increase in inventories, i"t is "then assumed that the residual

includes this component" as -elf as private consumption. Actually, however,

some'inventory changes may"be included" also in the other components of

domestic expenditures. Thus, if gross fixed capital formation in machinery

and equipment is estimated by the commodity flow method, and no speoifio

adjustment is mc.do for inventory changes of capital goods these changes

are included in the figures"'for fixed capital formation, which then-

refer to imports and production rather than sales during the year-iTn

question* . ...

123. Even if a component for inventory changes is included, in the ex- :.;.

penditure break-down, its degree of coverage is usually not known.
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Consequently, an unknown amount of net inventory increase will still, be

included with the other expenditure components* Nevertheless, it may be

very useful to show figures' for iiot iri'crease ;in inventories with loss

than complete coverage,* provlcLe^ it is clearly indicated how they are

estimated and which specific items they da include, ■■

124'-' "••■:F6?ri countries of tbisregion, :data on changes in the inventories

of items of particular importance : to the economy, l^ke prominent export

products, may sometimes be'available* Those figures could tn©ni>e shown

under the item net increase in inventories pn; the national ac*cqunts, with

appropriate footnotes'explaining the exact contents of the i^m. ?In

general, in developing1 estimates, of net increase in,,inventories eaoji

country ought, on the "whole, to concentrate.first on commodities of

strategic importance for its economic development*

125. Whether items like net increase in. live-stock,, or. i^n work in

pr'bgr'ess, etc, Should- "bo inbliided vias'tiet increase in jinvqptor.MB will to

a large extent depend on whsthfer they are included in. value abided on the

production side. If they are so inolu&ed,' they must also form part, of

one of the components on the expenditure side, either gross fixe,d capital

' formation or not increase in inventories,... It should be dearly indicated

in fo6tnotes:;to the tables whether a;nd;{wherQ-these items are included,

126. In spite of the difficulties connected with estimates of net

increase in inventories, the countries ought to make an effort to

estinuiW this: item with as largo a. coverage as in; any way possible. It

ris Useful W bear in ini-nd that: to arrive at satisfactory,estimates of gross

*''fixed capital formation an& private consumption^ it is essential _^o have

':' at least some idea about .;the..eictent to which the. figures ou^ht tofbe

adjusted for changes in inventories. In using the, commodity flow method

;'for tneir "estimated oif the distribution of availaf)le; r,espuroe.si "by yarious

uses, tbe cbuiitries. should therefore take car© to ;o.bta,ijn.;.as ;de-tailed

and comprehensive estimates of inventory changes as possible.
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EC. Dsprociatlon

127. :A& indicated ;in the first .section of this papor (sccp.4)

estimates of not fixed capital formation, i.e. gross fixed "capital

formation loss alliances for the consumption of fixed capital would also

be of groat interest for planning purposes, since this concept gives a

moasurb of tho: increase in productive ■ capacity brought -about by tho .

capital fotmatioh'activity. The difficulties connected with.making

rcliablo'estimatos of depreciation allowances are, however, formidable

1 ' and'it was therefore -thought preferable for ths.^rosont. purpose, to..^

concentrate on the diesoription of estimating gross, fixed capital, formation

&b a first;pri6fit#. ■ This is natural also because the gross estimates

necessarily will ;bo arrived, at first in the process iPf .estimation^.

128. Howover, somo countries of tho region already now'make" an estimate

ofLtotal dopreciatibn ih-ordbr to arrive at figures^ on net domestic,-

pr'bduct, inv^piWof thd dafficultios involved, ■ Jt is likely that more

:■ couWiries may wi^sh to extend their estimates in this direction in the

futures and that also estimates of depreciation allowances, fpr^some major

J ; sgcWs, at-leastV may be required for the purposes of. development

' placing/ In order to form an opinion as to whether reliable depreciation

*■ estimates :will be feasible in the region in the near future,, it may

therefore be useful to point out some of the problems connected with such

estimates,

129. The SHA defines depreciation allowances as provisions for the

consumption of fixed capital designed to cover wear and tear and foreseen

'■■■ absoiesSence of all fixed capital 1 asiwell as accidental, damage to it,

'■Those"allowances are meant to covor^the annual cost of using, fixed capital

and should reflect amounts noeded to keep the existing capital stock

intact rather than the writing'down of the original money .costs of,the

capital equipment, as is'usually shown on companyaccounts,., (, ,
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130. fto arrive at 'reliable figures for depreciation allowances , .....

according to the national accounts coricfept at replacement costs the.

national accountant therefore generally cannot rely on information in

company accounts, "but has to mako his own indirect estimate* A good

estimate even of total depreciation alone according to the replacement

;. ...cost,.concept would require information about the value of' the existing

.capital stock at. constant prices cross-classified by type of asse^fc and

-.,- by.age composition,, ; ■ ...

131, Classification of the existing capital stock by type of asset is

needed because the various types ^f assets have a different economic

life-time. For the purposes of depreciation estimates an average normal

,, economip life-timo has to be established for each type of asset and!

.annual depreciation may then be distributed evenly over this life-time

>fhen estimate at eplacement ct ae euied the dpcition"'i#''on estimates at replacement cost are re<iuireds the depreciation"'i#''often

in practice calculated by deducting the same percentage each year, ' :

.-, determined by the life-time of the asset, from the depreciated ^rep

oost of the stock of assets in question. '■ - .

132,. .rTo. arrive at depreciated replacement cost of the capital stock a

distribution by age ox eacii type of capital goods in quantity term's or

in constant prices of today is required* Quantities distributed by^

of acquisition may be v^lac-d directly at replacement prices if an 'oxa'ct

counterpart of the capital goods in question exists at present. Sometimes,

however^ it would need considerable judgement and technical knowledge to

establish a reasonable replacement value for out-of-date models or 'for

typos of-.capital goods^which no longer, exist.,. Tho .oest way .to solve,

the problem in these cases.is proaably to establish equivalents on the

basis,of functions fulfilied ,:"by the capital, go.Qds in question.. _

For groups, of capital good? with approximately' the same life--timQ

which have a more or less exact counterpart au present; original

purchase values distributed according to the year of acquisition'may 'be

inflated to current replacement cost by means of appropriate price indexes,
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whereupon the necessary number of years depreciation may be deducted to

arrive at depreciated replacement cost. ;. , . .

13;4." A distribution by age of "each type of capital goods may, of <■ ■

course, also be of great help in estimating the average Economic life

time of the various types of assets and in determining how largo a pro-

So&ibi of listing assets of various types are already fully depreciated.

Particularly in countries at an early stage of economic development the

latter may be important since fixed capital is frequently used considerably

beyond, its optimal, economic life-time. ...

13§/ 'Estimates' of depreciated replacement costs are needed annually

forrdeprediation estimates* Detailed and thoroughly established bench

mark year estimates could, however, be used as a' starting point for Several

'subsequent annual" estimates of depreciated1 replacement values. An adjust

ment for the' general change1 in replacement costs for each age: group of

existing capital assets by means of appropriate price indexes would,

'however, still be required, as well as adjustments for an extra year of

depreciation and capital formation.

If depreciation allowances are required by sector of industry, a

further break-down Of the capital stock by industry of use-and by age!

Would be needed to make replacement cost estimates. The detailed

information about the capital stock-classified from all the angles needed

to make complete depreciation estimates is, hbwever, rarely available

even in statistically highly developed countries. : ■'■ ■ "
•'.j.. - ■ ' ■ * ■

137. It may in this connexion be of interest to review shortly a ... :

somewhat simplified method of estimating depreciation, at replacement.■

cost which, does not require quite as much detailed.information as the,

method previously outlined. However, the basic data needed to apply this

method will also only rarely be available in statistically less developed

countries.

,/■*
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essence .o£; tfeft.-metfapdris to; estimate.dapreeiation overr, a

: /txjp;ia-tively long-, period #f y^ars>. asr:^or;iinsstance,? ,a decade by deducting

imfc oapitprlj fo:r^ationduring thisi^rio^y^o^i/aineduby.comparing -tjae

-.1,valup ,-of: the oapi^li,stock;,at. the; j?eginning and,.*#£,. <pnd of the^jaeriod,

.. -fronv.hgr.ossj.capital formation. TheL total depreciation.figure for, the

t r wholet of. .■the.perio.cL may than be dis-fcrlb^ted^pn, the., individual years either

rr .a.^corr.ding to., 1&e r-degrseH ^....ije utili^tipn, (ife. the annual fluctuation

.of P^pduo^ipn-iJi;,t;her in^u^r^dp.. ^es.tiOtn* j ?^P justification for. this

! ■ jpr.O'Oedu^©:,isi Jihat a direcjt.. ©^tAraa4ev^;|1Qx1;tl°aPi'ta^ formation which covers

a relatively gre.^t ?™$^:^?x-&$1t-$z?zifki isi: ^r.^Tet?- -??0,mj:a.; 99-m^a:r.?-s?n of

the capital stock at the beginning and the end of the period may be

expected to be fairly accurate and-La^ja: matte*.of facttepMiS'Ccurate the

more years it covers. The basic assumption is that the relative absolute

error of estimates of the value of the, capital stock'at two points of

time will be about the same regardless whether theu interval botween the

two points of time is, one, or tcr. ^ears> ^h.©. trick is then that: the

relative error,,of the two, estimates in thor latter case will be spread over

ten. years instead.of being concentratedrpn.one, , This does, however,

presume that relatively good basic information fprestimatinp the value

of the capital stock is available over a considerable period of time.

■/;■.■: -'\(- -■;.. ■- .-!■:'■ . ' ■ ■. ■ .•:",■>;. ■'■:■:■ *:i-:<\.<!' .= :id ,m> aL-'X -.■\C ,.*bS.

139* Both the, value of the capital stock at tho Jwp points of time and

t gross, capital .format ion during t^ie period wilj have, to be estimated at

constant prices of a convenient year* Net capital formation and
■■.:," d1.^:. .■■■.,+ ?.:■ v;f.r:" " : . '/ ' -'■■. ■' ': ■<:■;. -11--1 ::-Jis.'u~:rx j ::■£.>■:-.■ ■1:1 ■■■.;■ -M

depreciation will then consequently also be expressed in the prices of

this year. After the distribution of depreciation pn the individual

years of( the period has been madp.? it will be necessary to inflate

ther annuaj. depreciation figures to. current values (porresppnding to the

replacement value) by means of appropriate price indexes, li|ce, for

.+ instance, ^tbe^ indexes T-rhich, were ^previously...usei. to. def late gross

capital formation to opnetant price s* , ,, . .. ...,r, rr. ,..;. +:-;...,;-
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140.- Althoiigh estimates of depreciation and'fiat capital formation

are important for many purposes, figures on gross capital formation are

af gr6atar" signifibahico for countries which are just starring, thedr

economio development. The existing capital stock is relatively small

in; these countries and is to a large extent concentrated in "buildings

and equipment in the traditional sector* The gross capital formation

being undertaken-as economic development gets under way will largely

reflect investments in new and more productive types of assets and it

may well "be argued that to spend significant^resources in trying' to

correct these gross estimates for depreciation of traditional capital

will not jteld economically particularly meaningful results.

X« Eptimate.s at constant prices.

I4l« In the preceding sections of this paper the discussion has been

implioitly referring to estimates of capital formation at current prices*

In general, what has been said is also valid for estimates at constant

prices sinoe the statistical sources of the two sets of estimates of

necessity will have to be more or less the same. Therofore, only a few

short remarks'will be included in the following about the special problems

of estimating capital formation at constant prices. r ' !

142. Depending on the basic material available, there are two main

methods of arriving at constant price estimates of the various'items of

capital formation. The method which a priorib must bo expected to give

the most exact results consists in evaluating quantity'data at the

prices of a selebted year. This method is applicable to estimates of

capital formation in machinery and equipment by the commodity flow

method to the extent it is possible to analyze imports and domestic

production by individual commodities, and to estimates of building

expenditures by the permit method. For building permits, the method

can be used only if information on number of buildings or sgjiare'meters

built is available in addition to value data. A price per unit or

square meter in the base year may then be derived and applied to the
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quantum figures for other years*

143; For that part of the estimate of capital formation in maohinery

end ©quipment by tho commodity flow method /which is base£ on commodity

groups;and riot on individual commodities, appropriate price indexes

to.be used .in deriving figures at .constant prices. The problem here is

that these price indexes as a rule will have been worked out for other

more general purposes than the. deflation;of this component of capital

formation and that they are not available a} the. group level. Sometimes

only an overall index approximately applicablo to capital formation in

machinery and equipment is available-and this, index may then have to. be

applied in deflating :the'totaVof this component, including: that:par.t,

riwhicniBT'classified'by individual commodities. ;; . : .■ y-'.-.i- Ir: c

1-144. Also toT-^ll components of capital formation which are derived

from accounting statistics and special surveys, including government

capital formation, capital formation in the traditional sector, net

i&orease^n inventories and depreciation price indexes have to,be used

for deflation. The choice of appropriate indexes .is here; even more .,..

difficult /t-lrani for machinery and ^quipinerit, since i-fr is less likely: .....

:&i)J±ndexes approximately applicable to theso components are available.

Sometimes, the wholesale price index for the capital goods component r.

'therefore has to be used or the■-implicit index fox other. components o^

:jcaiiital^formation"already deflated. As far as government oapital ,

1 ftirniation is dohoerned,' the question of consistency with the defl9,tiqn

of total capital formation-also arises, which mayjhaye been tes©d partly

on different price indexes and partly by valuing quantities at

constant prices.

■:'i-''-■■• :" : ■■■ ■'•■'■ S-: ri-'.- ■ i- :. . .i ■ ' !■.■-.•:.■ :. .. . ;■ •_ '., ". .: Mi:..

145; !As a general-rule, Lit may bo, said that the more- detailed the,. .

price indexes are thatnoan be used.foB deflating capital foxmaii10^ and

j-ttib more directly they refer to the component ooncemedj the better, the

result will be-- Since it is only rarely possible to work out price. .,

indexes especially, for the purpose of deflating, capital formation, however,

rather makeshift solutions may have to bo applied for a long time to oome«
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XI, Summary and conclusions .-.-...-

146. Estimates of gross fixed capital formation classified i^n as great

detail as possible are very important for economic development planning.

Also estimates of not increase in inventories and of depreciation and

net fixed capital formation are important for these purposes, "but may

be given second priority. . The basic statistics available for estimating

the latter magnitudes are, as a general rule, even more, scarce than the

material which may be used to estimate gross fixod capital formation.

147..: To be of use for planning purposes, the estimates of capital

formation must,have a high degree of reliability in order to avoid'that

harmful policy conclusions are. drawn on the basis of them. Estimates with

a higher margin of error of total fixed capital formation as a component

of gross domestic-expenditure may still be useful for purposes of economic

analysis. .

148. lflany countries of. the. region at present do not have a sufficient

supply of.basic statistics to make possible estimates of gross fixed

capital formation iji the detail ideally required. In building up their

capital formation statistics, the countries are well advised in adopting

a step-by-step approach. Components and break-downs for which enough

basip/Aata are.not yet available to make good estimates therefore ought

to be given second, .priority, to those which can be firmly established on

the basis of available material* At.the same time, plans may be drawn up

for gathering the data necessary to extend the estimates,

149* In general, indirect methods of estimation is likely to be more

suitable for the countries of the region than an extensive application

of direct surveys which.are costly and can only be carried out at long

intervals,, or a heavy reliance on private company accounts or tax

statistics,,which are known to have a very insufficient coverage. Thus,

capital formation in maornery and equipmont may be. estimated by the

commodity flow method and. expenditures on building and construction "by
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the permit method or on the "basis of materials used. It is necessary,

however, to supplement the indirect methods by direct surveys on some1

points In order to aohieve as full coverage as possible.. For instance,;

capital formation in the traditional sector.and part of capital formation

in "building and construction can only "be covered by.such surveys* 1

Accounting statistics of course have to be used in estimating government

capital formation and private company acoounts may have to be relied

upon in deriving a classification of gross fixed capital formation by

industrial use because of lack of other information-

Both in using foreign trade and domestic production statistics

for estimates of capital formation in machinery and equipment and in

applying government budgets and accounts for estimates of government

capital formation^ the national accountants need to show great care in

analyzing the available material and should consider it in as great

detail as possible. Arbitrary splitting of items should be iMpt down to

a minimum, but will still be unavoidable in numerous instances* The

important thing is that all available information is utilized to the

maximum extent and that, when items still have to be split arbitrarily,

£ood judgement is used.

151* Capital formation in the traditional sector, which is important

in the region, may be considered as a separate component of gross fixed

capital formation. Since sufficient current information is hot available

for annual estimates for this component, bench-mark year estimates basod

on direct surveys will have to suffice. Special surveys for this purpose

alone may not be necessary, but relevant questions may be included in

more general agricultural and household surveys- Very rough indirect

estimates of various components of capital formation in the traditional

sector may also be possible "but such estimates could never be accurate

enough to make possible an analysis of the development over time*
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152. . Also for the other-components of gross fixed capital formation*

estimates for bench-mark years- for which particularly ample information ■

is available;, may" be, made mo?e thoroughly and. in greater detail 'than for-

other years. This would guarantee as exact af measure- of the level of

fixed capital formation as possible. The movements over-intermediate "

years may be relatively faithfully registered ■■'bythe annual' estimates

based on less complete information, ' ■ ■■■■.-■• . . ■

153. Estimates of net increase in inventories are difficult,, if not .;; ;!

imposaible, to make complete. An effort should be made, however, to

provide sudh estimates, for as■ many; commodities..as possible, since adjust

ment for : stock, ahanger. is also required'in arriving; at good estimates' of

consumption,-and; capital :foima-tion» Also, it is useful-tb^hav-e figures" L

for ne.t increase dn.,inventories of-commodities of strategic importance^" l!

for the ievelopmen.'fe: of the ieconomy*f ■ . ■■ ■■■ ' ..!.&■.■>

154. It is doubtful .whether reliable estimates of depreciation will. fbe

possible for tfya countries of the region ,in tho near jfuture. Although

estimates of net fixed capital formation and net domestic proixxt are. ^

of interest they therefore of necessj J;y may have to be given a relatively

low priority.

155« T^e importance of attaching ample notes and exhaustive methodolo

gical descriptions, to the estimates pan hardly be stressed top much.

Also, as'much detail as at all possible should be:shown. This, will (help

the user bctt.in intcrprctirg the figures ..correctly and: in forming a. .;

justifiecL opinion, about the quality of the estimat^s0 . - ■■
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quantum figures for other years, -^

143. For that part of the estimate of capital formation in machinery

and equipment by the commodity flow method which is based on commodity

groups and not on individual commodities, appropriate price indexes.have

to he used in deriving figures at constant prices. The problem here ie

that these price indexes as a rule will have been worked out for other

more general purposes than the deflation of this component of ospital

formation and that they are not available at the group level. Sometimes

only an overall index approximately applicable to capital formation in

machinery and equipment is available and this index may then have to be

applied in deflating the total of this component, including that part

which is classified by individual commodities*

144. Also for all components of capital formation whioh are derived

from accounting statistics and special surveys, including government-

capital, formation, capital formation in the traditional sector, net

increase in inventories and depreciation price indexes have to be used

for deflation. The choice of appropriate indexes is here even more

difficult than for machinery and equipment, since it is less likely

tya.t indexes approximately applicable to these components are available.

Sometimes, the wholesale price index for the capital goods component '

therefore has to be used or the implicit index for other components of

capital formation already deflated. As far as government oapital

formation is concerjtied, the question of consistency with the deflation

of total capital formation also arises, which may have been based partly

on different price indexes and partly by valuing quantities.at

constant prices. . . ; . jr■

145. As a general rule, it may be said that the more detailed the

price indexes are that can be used for deflating capital formation and

the more directly they refer to the component concerned, the bettor the

result will be/ Since it is only rarely possible to work out price'

indexes especially for the purpose of deflating capital formation, however,

rather makeshift solutions may have to bo applied for a long time to oome.
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XI, Summary and conoluslona .

146. ^-Estimates; of gross fixed capital formation classified in as great

detail as possible are very important for .economic development planning.

Also estimates of neit -increase in .inventories and of depreciation and

net fixed capital formation are important for these, purposes, tut may

be given second, priority. The "basic statistics available for estimating

the latter magnitudes are, as a general rule, even more scarce than the

material which may be used to estimate gross fixed capital formation,

147« To be of use for planning purposes, the estimates of capital

formation must have.a high degree of reliability in order to avoid that

harmful policy conclusions are drawn on the basis of them« Estimates'with

a higher margin of error of total fixed capital formation as a component

of gross domestic expenditure may still be useful for purposes of economic

analysis. .?.■;.-■.•..

I48, Many countries of the region at present do not have a sufficient

supply of basic statistics to make possible estimates of gross fixed

capital formation in the detail ideally required. In building up "their

capital formation statistics, the countries are well advised in adopting

a step—by-step approach. Components and break-downs for which enough

,"basic, 4ata are not yet available to make good estimates therefore ought

to be given second priority to those which can be firmly established on

.the basis.of available material. At the same time, plans may be drawn up

for gathering the data necessary to extend the estimates.

149« In general,1 indirect methods 6f estimation is likely .to be'more

suitable for the countries of the region than an extensive application

of direct, surveys which are costly and can only be carried out at long

intervals, or a heavy reliance on private company accounts or tax'

statistics, which are known to have a vory insufficient coverage* Thus,

capital formation in machinery and equipment may "be estimated "by the

commodity flow method and expenditures on building and construction by




